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,.-6141,1ARY

The basic this study of upper dijelee ieetitetieee -
institutions wbich admit, student:: Lilly after a minim-Len of two yeaeo of
collegiate work aez while, themselves, offer only the work of the
junior, senior, and in some cases post-t{,raduate years - was te eui

and record the reasons for the establiseeet of upper division iie,,ti
tutions in the United >;tetee. *Jeeendary purposes were (1) to is
the thread, if any, weie ties the experience of one institution to
another and (2) to examine tLe lessons which can he learned from the
early decisions to abelish the first two years of college and to
suggest possible aiTlicatione to existing upper division leetitutLeee.

From the eeteut; eeveeel ausireptions were eaeo coneerniee P,eee
institutions. PC:10,1!t; was ti",e t1,1311.0LiCql that, in

1(2uji;:,, to ,1 2:::112;flt
;,Itpla3 were 'eaecel eeee l 51 eeee,eeralene -

Ivx-:hers eolleee :rxaduatcc, ci(244nJlni-;

education - and riot upon any over-ridini; belief in the "concept" of
an upper division institutions or in the value of innovation per se,
This assumption was only partially correct; while local conolderLtiens
did play a primary and predominant role in early decisions colic: ruin.;
all existing upper division institutions, these considerations were
not always based upon the growing needs of graduates of two-yeer
colleges. Rather, while the existence of a "pool" of two-year Lradua,ez
on which to draw was otter, seen as a prerequisite for the establishment
of an upper divielon lestitution, the needs of these gradeatee was
rarely if ever the primary reason for initial consideration of e rew,
upper division institution.

The second portion of this assumption was also parialle correct.
Few upper division institutions were created as such because oi any
over-riding belief in the concept of an upper division institution; on
the other hand, the concept of innovation per se did play a role in
the establishment of several of the existing institutions. This concept
of innovation, however, was often incorrectly applied due to the
insular and parochial nature of the considerations which led to the
establishment of most institutions. In most cases, planners were not
aware of the existence of or experiences of upper division institutions
already in operation; this fact led to creation of "innovative" insti-
tutions which were, in fact, not so innovative as their planners had
originally assumed.
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In Lle as of Institution, a series of questions was asked
and eventoHlly answered. These questions included why the specific
institution was founded in this organizational pattern, how this deci-
sion related to similar decisions throughout the country, what local
factors effected the decision to establish an upper division institu-
tion, and the extent to which all such institutions - despite the
primacy of local factors in early decisions - reflect some sort of
universal response to certain universal problems within higher educa-
tion today.

The initial proposal hypothesized as follows: "In every case,
one may assume that the decision to choose the upper-divisf.onal form
of organization was based on certain existing problems or needs, as
well as assumptions as to how this form would meet the needs. And, in
those instances in which an institution has reverted to full, four-year
status, one may also assume that (1) the institution's original
perception of its problems was fanity; (2) the institution's assump-
tions concerning the effects of this form of organization were incorrect;
(3) some new factors were added which changed either the initial problem
or the correctness of the initial assumptions."

Perhaps the most basic finding of this study is the extent to
which the preceding paragraph was not applicable to the establishment
of existing npper division institutions. Upper division institutions -

and, one may now assume, most new institutions - were based less on
existing problems and needs than on either perceived problems cr needs
which may or may not reflect the real needs of the area or on needs of
specific interest groups which were often unrelated to the needs of
local students. Furthermore, planning rarely attempted to analyse the
ways in which this organizational form would meet perceived needs.
Rather, in most instances, the mere existence of a number of public
two-year (community or junior) colleges both obviated the need to
repeat the first two years and, in several instances, made such
repetition politically impossible even if educationally desirable.
It should be re-emphasized, however, that the existence of these
two-year colleges was not a primary consideration in the initial
decision to establish a new institution in most areas.

The basic approach used in this study was that commonly known
as the "historical method." Decisions regarding the establishment of
a number of new institutions were examined over a period of time by
examination of a multitude of source documents: presidents' reports,
minutes of boards of control, cullee cataloc,,s and directories, docu-
ments prepared by and for accreditation associations, planning reports
and documents, status and progress reports, letters, memos, minutes
of meetings and miscellaneous source materials such as newspapers and
press releases. In addition, individuals like presidents, planners,
and other participants in the original decisions rec*Ardin: each
institution were interviewed in order to gather information unavailable
through examination of the "formal" materials which are available to
the historical researcher.



Those in:Al.tuta,ns were or pregcntl. are ope-ratin as
upper division instItutiuns - an0 which were t1-n suhjoct cf 'Cris ot1.1d -

are 1ite,7

clre of t:'e Thoe7ton, California (1_-1`,T1).
Flint Cclle;e, Flint, nichigan (195-1965)
Concordia Senior College, Fort Wayne, Indiana (1957- ).
Dearborn Campus, University of Michigan, Dearborn, Aichigan

(1959- )
Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, Florida (1964- ).
The New School College, New York, New York (1966- ).
Capitol Campus, The Pennsylvania State University, Middletovn,

Pennsylvania (1966- ).
Richmond College, Staten Island, New York 0.967- ).
University of West Florida, Pensacola, Florida (1967- ).

In addition to these institutions, a number of new upper flivislon
institutions are presently in various staGes of development. Those
instituLion now bein developed have not been ineluded in .L, L;
stud; the auThor, liOWOVer, has endeavored to abreast o-r new
develo.lent;: Chee possilae, to be of service to 1.:,e fates now
flannin, new institutions. The followink; list is tlul: tenti:e; The
fact that a state is listed in no wa; implies up.droval will 1-cl

given to creation of an upper division institution or that such insti-
tution will open. TIu se states 1,ave, however, each indicated z.1,

interest in the idea of an upper division institution and, in several
cases, have prepared planning documents and/or received legislative
or appropriate Board approval:

Illinois New York Washinton
Texas New Jersey Florida
Pennsylvania Minnesota Colorado

It also appears that several of the more severe problems which are
common to upper division institutions - such as a difficulty in achievinj
an adequate enrollment level - may he the result of the planning process
which preceded each existincl: institution. To the degree that this is
correct, the parochialism of most institutional planners is responsible
for the continuation and repetition of these same basic errors. If one
recommendation for action could be drawn from the results of this study,
it would be that states involved in consideration of the upper division
form of organization study the experience of states in which such insti-
tutions are now in operation before the decision is taken to establish
an upper division institution. a step toward implementation of this
recommendation, this report is inu, sent to officials in each state were
consideration of the upper division alternative is known to be going on,
as well as to those who participated in the report's development and
others who have expressed an interest in its findings.



INTRODUCTION

The basic purpose of this study of upper division institutions -
institutions which admit students only after a arinimum of two years of
collegiate work and which, themselves, offer only the work of the
junior, senior, acid in some cases post-graduate years - was to document
a.-1d record the reasons for the establishment of upper division insti-
tutions in the United States. Secondary purposes were (1) to identify
the thread, if any, which ties the experience of one institution to
another and (2) to examine the lessons which can be learned from the
early decisions to abolish the first two years of college and to
suggest possible applications to existing upper diVision institutions.

Although some research has been done on the earliest attempts
to modify the four-year baccalaureate structure through creation of
"bisected" colleges or universities, there has been no research on
the origins or development of the post-World War Two upper division
institutions. (1) Recent books on innovation in education, such as
those 1)y Baskin or 3tickler, include little more than footnotes on the
upper division experiments, despite chapters on the cluster colleges
at the University of the Pacific or the cooperative education program
at r'earborn Campus. Other works, such as that of Knoell and Medsker
(which deals with transfer students in Michigan, among other statesj,
or Becker (on the new library system at Florida Atlantic University)
never mention that the institution under discussion offers no freshman
or sophomore classes. (2)

1. Representative articles dealin,; with early attempts to "bisect" the
baccalaureate pro;iram are W.H. Cowley, "A Ninety-Year-Old Conflict Erupts
Again," The Educational Record, XXIII (April, 1942), 192-216, and Walter
Crosby Eells, -"Abolition of the Lower Division: Early History," The
Junior College Journal, VI (January, 1936), 193-95.

2. Samuel Baskin (ed.), Nigher Education: Some Newer Developments (New
York: McGraw Hill, 1965), pp. 17 -18; Hugh W. Stickler (ed.), erimen-
tal Colleges (Tallahassee: Florida State University, 1965), pp. 73-'9,
107-20; Dorothy M. Knoell and Leland L. Medsker, From Junior to Senior
College: A National Stud2 of the Transfer StudentTgishington D.C.:
American Council on Education, 1965), passim.
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Those institutions which were or presently are operating as
upper division institutions - and which were the subject of this study -
are listed below:

College of the Pacific, Stockton, California (1935-1951).
Flint College, Flint, Michigan (1956 -1960.
Concordia Senior College, Fort Wayne, Indiana (1957- ).
Dearborn Campus, University of Michigan, Dearborn, Michigan

(1959- ).
Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, Florida (1964- ).
The New School College, New York, New York (1966- ).
Capitol Campus, The Pennsylvania State University, Middletown,

Pennsylvania (1966- ).
Richmond College, Staten Island, New York (1967- ).
University of West Florida, Pensacola, Florida (1967- ).

The study did not include specialty schools (such as Pacific Oaks
College, Pasadena, California glementary educatio7 or Otis Art
Institute, Los Angeles, California 5rt and art educatio7), nor does
it include Schools of Allied Health professions (such as Ohio State
University School of Allied Medical Professions, State University of
New York at Puffalo School of Health Related Professions, State Univer-
sity of New York Downstate Medical Center College of Health Related
Professions, University of Florida College of Health Related Profes-
sions, or University of Kentucky School of Allied Health Professions)
which are often organized to offer the professional or junior/senior
year portion only of a baccalaureate degree.

Furthermore, it does not include those colleges or universitie3
(such as Franconia College, University of Florida, University of
Minnesota, Temple University, University of Akron, University of Utah,
University of Toledo, Boston University, Brit.:ham Youi.k; University,
Ohio Univernftj, Ohio ,state University, or Michigan State University)
which either admit, all fresLmen to a two-year University College before
allowing matriculation at an "upper division" professional school or
offer a two-year associate degree within their structure as a four-
year institution. The study did include, however, some historical
background to provide an understanding of the nonicen; of tk.e ideas
which led tc both the present upper division institutions and to the
universiLie:J lioteC in this pararaph which }la' :: Formally divided the
baccalaureate experience after the initial two year .tudy.

to the, Uppi.:r division inn;,l'untions Ltli(iLL,, a .11-)er

of new nppor division inn51tnLinns are presently in varlo,t a,(:.. of

development. Those in::tiution:, now rein, developed have not Leen
tocluded in this study; the anthn::, however, has endeavored to keep
a'oroast of new developments and, where possible, to be oj: service to
those states nn,, anninc, a new institution. The followin; list is
thus tnntf.ttie; the fact that a state is listed in no way implies that
approval will be giveo creation of an upper division institutions or
that so- Institution will open. These states have, howeve:, ecln indica-
ted a basic interest in the idea of an upper division institution and,
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in several instances, have prepared planning documents and/or received
legislative or appropriate Board approval:

Illinois New York Washington
Texas New Jersey Florida
Pennsylvania Minnesota Colorado

The establishment of any institution invariably leads to ceratin
questions as to why specific decisions were made; in the case of inno-
vative institutions - and especially a series of institutions similar
to each other yet different from all others - these questions become
even more important. Thus, in the case of the upper division institu-
tions, one may ask not only why a specific institution was founded in
this organizational pattern, but how (and if) this decision relates to
similar decisions throughout the country To what extent are upper
division institutions merely independent responses to local situations
which happen to be similar, and therefore, lead to similar responses?
Or, to what extent is the upper division institution a universal
response to certain universal problems within higher education today?

One means of discovering answers to the questions posed above
and in the original proposal for this study is to examine the reasons,
or rationale, for the establishment of each of the institutions concerned.
Such examination not only provided answers to the questions of
"universality," but also showed the extent to which each given institu-
tion had made use of the example provided by those institutions which
came before.

Despite the fact that this study must conclude little or no
attempt on the part of planners for those upper divis:on institutions
already in operation to make use of the experience of 'lose which
preceded them, the author believes that this impartial examination of
the problems, responses, and outcomes common to the development of all
upper division institutions - both past and present - can serve both
those now engaged in operation of such institutions and those who may
be considering adoption of this specific organizational pattern.
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METHODS

The basic approach used in this study wa: that commonly known as
the historical method. Decisions regarding the establishment of the
nine upper division institutions listed above (p. 5) were examined by
use of a multitude of source documents: presidents' reports, minutes of
boards of control, college catalogs and directories, documents prepared
by and for accreditation associations, planning reports and documents,
status and progress reports, letters, memos, minutes of meetings, and
miscellaneous source materials such as newspapers and press releases.
In addition, individuals including presidents, planners, and other
participants in the original decisions regarding each institution were
interviewed in order to gather information unavailable through examina-
tion of the "formal" materials which are available to the historical
researcher.

The original intent was to tape all interviews; this proved
impossible for two reasons In one instance, the recorder malfunctioned
during an interview session; in several other instances, the subjects
made it clear that the session would be more productive if a tape
recorder were not used. In these cases, notes were prepared and returned
to the subject for approval in the same manner as if the tape recorder
had been in operation.

Although each interview varied in accordance with the institution
under study and with the individual's role within the planning for that
institution, all interviews were aimed at discovering answers to the same
basic questions:

To what forces or needs was your institution responding when the
decision was made to establish (or become) an upper division
institution?

Why was this particular form of organization chosen?

From what source(s) did your planners get the idea for this organi-
zational form; was it, rather, an ad hoc response to an existing
situation?

To what extent were you aware of other (similar) efforts to estab-
lish upper division institutions; what use was made of this?
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whom, end how, was the decision made?

What. rl'Ainship does this decision have to the position (if
9_ay! taken by your accrediting agency or state Education
Department?

What specific advantages (or disadvantages) did your institution
envisage as a result of the organizational form; on what was
this expectatio based; what has been the result?

The initial step in preparation of the report was to undertake
"background" research to discover the historical antecr,dents to the
present upper division institutions. The hulk of this work, as well
as field visits to Flint College, Flint, Michigan and Richmond College,
New York, New York, was completed before the start of the project
period. In each of these institutions - as at each other institution
visited - preliminary correspondence with the president and other
officials had provided a general understanding of the author's intent
and needs upon his arrival on campus. Following a visit to the chief
administrative officer on campus, the author then proceeded to arrange
interview schedules with persons suggested by the president and, as
soon as possible, to enter the files or archives to review the source
documents available. Interviews and rev'ew of documents continued for
the duration of each 'visit; the chief administrative officer was then
formally interviewed at the conclusion of each field visit.

Although the original research plan envisioned visits to ten
campuses (including Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, New York), this plan
was modified since planning offices for several institutions were
geographically separate from the operating campus. For exampae, the
planning for the University of West Florida (Pensacola) End Florida
Atlantic University (Boca Raton) was done at the Office of the Board
of Regents (Tallahassee); planning for the Capitol Campus (Middletown,
Pennsylvania) was done at The Pennsylvania estate University (University
Park, Pennsylvania); planning for both the Flint and Dearborn campuses
of the University of Michigan was done at An Arbor. In each case,
the author both worked in files and archives and conducted interviews
at the central planning location in addition to on the campus of the
institution itself.

After the beginning of the project period, field visits were
conducted in accordance with the following schedule:

July 1 - July 11, 1968 Dearborn, Michigan (Dearborn Campus)
Ann Arbor, Michigan (Univ. of Michigan)
Ft. Wayne, Indiana (Concordia)

September 16 - September Middletown, Pennsylvania (Capitol)
20, 1968 University Park, Penn. (Penn State)

October 7 - October 11,
1968

Stockton, California (College of
the Pacific)



November 11 - November
22, 1966
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Boca Raton, Florida (Florida Atlantic)
Pensacola, Florida (Univ. of West Fla.)
Tallahassee, Florida (Board of

Regents)

Visits to the New School, New York, New York and to Pratt Institute,
Brooklyn. New York were conducted on a number of single day visits
during early 1969.

In several cases - such as those concerning the former Chancellor
of the State University System of Florida or the Director, Personnel
Recruiting and Research, Personnel and Organization, Ford Motor
Company - participants were unavailable for interviews due to the
schedule of field visits undertaken by the author. In a number of
such cases, correspondence was initiated by the author; the results
included letters with pertinent information, telephone interviews,
and, in one case, preparation of a document outlining the creation of
the Dearborn Campus from the perspective of the Ford Motor Company, a
major participant in the early decisions. These documents are listed
in the References section of this report, as are each of the interviews.

Following completion of all field visits and background research,
this final report itself was prepared. As stated on the title page of
this report, points of view or opinions do not represent those of the
Office of Education; nor do they necessarily represent those of the
offio.ials of the institutions under consideration. Many persons, both
on campuses and in central offices, gave of their time and provided
access to written materials. Interpretations and conclusions drawn from
these materials - or from the facts stated in interviews are entirely
the responsibility of this author.
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FINDINGS

Historical Background

Historically, the American college developed both in response to
an expanding system of secondary or preparatory eeucation - which
increasingly took to itself those basic studies offered in the American
college - and to the imported German "University" ideals, which provided
both a methodology and a body of subject matter which the college
adopted as its own. Thus, by the middle of the nineteenth century, some
American educators began to see the existing four-year college as an
momaly. Rather than offering a unified four-year course of study, the
American college appeared to these reformers to combine elements of
two divergent systems of education, one of which was the logical
conclusion of a student's general or preparatory education, while the
other was the beginning of professional or research-oriented
"university" work.

As early as the 1850'u, Henry Tappan of the University of Michigan
decided that the work of the American college was really secondary or
preparatory in nature; basing his conclusions on the German model of
gymnasium and university, he deduced that American colleges (or
universities, as they were sometimes called) were not offering truly
advanced of "university-level" work. Unlike his later supporters,
Tappan did not propose separating the two functions. Rather, once
having recognized that two functions existed, Tappan moved to "perfect"
the gymnasial function within the University itself.

Another distinction between Tappan and those who would later advo-
cate the bisection of the American college and the relegation of its
component parts to either the high school or the university was Tappan's
equation of the entire college, as it then existed, ..nth preparatory
work. To Tappan, bisection of the college was not an issue, for there
was really nothing to bisect. Later educators, particularly W.W.
Folwell at the University of Minnesota in the 1870's and William R.
Harper at the University of Chicago at the turn of the twentieth
century, felt that the university as they saw it should rid itself of
its preparatory or non-university functions.

Since Germany had been the source of the university concept and
of much of the subject matter being taught in the new American "university,"
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many educators turned to Germany for the organizational model on which
to base a restructured American system of education. The German system
had no "college" as an intermediate step between preparatory and
university work; rather, the gymnasium provided all work which was
required before entrance to the university, work which was roughly
equivalent to that offered through the sophomore year in the American
college. As institutions which were called universities developed in
the United States during the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century, educational leaders such as Folwell, Harper, and David Starr
Jordan at Stanford suggested that these institutions would not be
true universities until they had ceased to offer the preparatory or
non-university courses which then constituted the bulk of their fresh-
man and sophomore offerings.

Harper believed that there was a distinction between work "of the
same scope of character as that of the preceeding years in the academy
or high school" and "the real university work done in the Junior and
senior years" of college. His ultimate solution was a combination of
that proposed by Tappan - that the University's role was first to
perfect that preparatory work which it, of necessity, offered - and by
Folwell - that the proper role of the University could not be achieved
until such time as the preparatory work was eliminated from the Univer-
sity entirely. Harper created an institution at the University of
Chicago in which the work of the first two years (preparatory) was
clearly distinct from that of the last two years (university) and
whic4, through its program of affiliations, would eventually "permit the
University in Chicago to devote its energies mainly to the University
Colleges and to strictly University work."(1)

Harper's concept of affiliation was an integral part of his plan
for an institution which would devote its energies mainly to strictly
University work. Affiliated secondary institutions would become, in the
strictest sense, departments of the University through University repre-
sentation on the local board of control and University participation in
matters of appointment, examinations, and certification of completion.
At the same time, qualified institutions would be encouraged to
continue their offerings through the first two years of college, as was
begun at Joliet, Illinois in 1902. The end result, Harper hoped, would
be "the growth and development of the high school and the probability
that this growth will not stop until two years of college work have
been added to the present curriculum of the high school" which would

1. William R. Harper, "The Length of the Baccalaureate Course and Pre-
paration for the Professional Schools," Journal of Proceedings and
Addresses of the National Education Association nWinona: the Association,
1903), 505; William R. Harper, Official Bulletin No. 2 (Chicago, 1891),
p. 3, cited by Richard J. Storr, Harper's University: The Beginnings
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1966), p. 117.
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permit that "the higher work be given all our strength on the campus."
By 1904, six high schools in five states had developed elongated programs
which included two years of junior college work as affiliated institu-
tions with the University of Chicago. (1)

In California, President David Starr Jordan of Stanford was soon
to advocate a similar plan for bisecting the existing college through
a less formal system of affiliation. Although Jordan was not the first
prominent educator in California to promote the separation of junior
college work from that of the university - Dr. Alexis F. Lange had
been trying since 1892 to foster a reorganization of the University of
California which would reflect the distinction between "preparatory"
and "university" studies - Lange later wrote that "this propaganda would
probably not have gathered momentum very fast without President Jordan's
dynamic articles and addresses urging the amputation of freshman and
sophomore classes to prevent university atrophy and urging the relega-
tion of these classes to the high school."(2)

In 1907, Jordan's Report to the Trustees of Stanford University
recommended "the immediate separation of the junior college from the
university or university college" and the requirement of "the work of
the junior college as a requisite for admission to the University on
and after the year 1913, or as scan as a number of the best equipped
high schools of the State are prepared to undertake this work."'This
recommendation was based upon Jordan's belief that "the college has
gradually pushed itself upward, relegating its lower years to the
secondary schools, and absorbing two of.the-yeare which would naturally
belong to the university." The result, according to Jordan, is "a
tendency to separate the college into two parts: the junior college, of
two years, in which the work is still collegiate, and the university
college;" yet, "it is better for the university to be as far.as
possible free from the necessity of junior college instruction." ( )

In that same year, 1907, the California State Legislature passed
the first law in the nation to permit "The board of trustees of any

1. Storr, Harper's University, p. 212; Walter Crosby Eells, The Junior
College (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1931), pp. 54-55; William R.
Harper, Decenniel Report (Chicago: The University, 1902), p. lxvii;
William R. Harper, statement at meeting of the Flculty of Arts and
Sciences, October 1, 1892, cited by Thomas W. Goodspeed, A History of
the University of Chicago Founded hy John D. Rockefeller: The First-
Quarter Century-fChicago: University of Chicago Press, 191637107747.

2. Alexis F. Lange, "The Junior College With Special Reference to
California," Proceedings of the National Education Association (Oakland:
1915), pp. 119-24, cited by Eells, The Junior Collette, p. 91.

David Starr Jordan, Fourth Annual Report of the President of the
University, Trustees Series NoTI5fStanford: Stanford University,
1907), pp. 18, 19, 20-22.
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city district, union, joint union, or county high school" to "prescribe
postgraduate courses of study for the graduates of such high school...
which courses of study shall approximate the studies prescribed in the
first two years of university courses." Yet, despite both Jordan's
intent at Stanford and the passage of this trail-breaking legislation,
the high schools in California did not respond rapidly enough to allow
Stanford to carry through Jordan's recommendations. The first junior
college established under terms of the 1907 legislation opened at
Fresno Higt. School in 1910. As of 1917, sixteen California high schools
were offering post-graduate work with a combined enrollment of over
1250; yet, over 620 of these students were enrolled in two Los Angeles
institutions which would close within the next three year,; (1)

At Stanford, as at Chicago, a period of nearly two decades elapsed
during which time the President continuously proposed the abolition of
the first two years, but during which time no concrete steps (beyond the
temporary limiting of freshman enrollment at Stanford) were taken.
And, although the lower division programs were never abolished at either
of these two institutions, the educational thought and suggestions for
action of the two presidents contributed greatly to the development of
the junior college as a two-year unit, often in its early days clo:3ely
tied to if not actually a part of the local public high school. Durio:;
the remainder of the 1920's, junior colleges continued to grow in boto
numbers and enrollment; concurrently, new experimants such as the s,x-
four-four plan which created a four-year "middle school" and four-year
junior college leaving a student prepared for his "university" education
at the start of the collegiate junior year - made continuing discussion
concerning the appropriate point at which to break the baccalaureate
experience superfluous. Later educators might continue to debate the
desirability of dividing the four-year baccalaureate progron; for all
practical purposes, however, the point at which that division would be
made was now set and, in fact, the feasibility of operating institutions
containing only two years of "collegiate" study had been demonstrated.

By 1934, thirty-two years after the establishment of the first
public junior college at Joliet, Illinois, 521 junior colleoes were in
operation in the United States, of which 219, or 4O percent, were public
institutions. Enrollment in junior colleges had just passed 100.000
students and would grow, by the end of that decade, to over 19o,000.
Moreover, by the end of the 19J0's, over 70 percent of all junior college
students would be attending public institutions which, although estab-
lished at a decreasing rate during the depression, continued to enroll
greater numbers and percentages of students due to their convenience
and relatively low tuition rates compared to private, four-year institu-
tions. Whether for the reasons advocated by Folwell, Harper and Jordan

1. Political Code Section 1681, Statutes of California, 1907, Chapter
69, p. 88, cited by Carl G. Winter, History of the Junior Colleee Move-
ment in California, California State Department of Education, Bureau of
Junior College Education, Release No. 20 (Sacrementa: California Mate
Department of Education, October 24, 1964), pp. 1, 2-4, 15, 37.
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or not, the American college had effectively been divided, at least in
those locations where junior colleges flourished (1)

Early Upper Division Institutions

Prior to the end of the Second World War, three upper division
institutions had been established and the groundwork had been laid for
the development of a fourth such institution. One of these institutions
was part of the historical development outlined above; the other three
were, to greater or lesser degrees, the outcome of the same types of
considerations which had led Harper and Jordan to advocate the bisec-
tion of the American college.

The first American institution to completely separate its lower
from its upper division had been the University of Georgia, then known
as Franklin College, which had faced severe internal distention over
the role which science should play and equally severe problems of both
finance and enrollment. Following the resignation of the President in
November, 1858, the Board moved to reorganize the college, thus having
some effect on that problem which the Board identified as central: the
youth of the student body. By May of 1859 the Board had proposed the
linking of the college's preparatory division (the Academy) with the
first two years of existing collegiate study so that students could
"be watched over night and day, till fully prepared for the Junior
Class." On August 4, the Trustees formally created a "collegiate
institute" to perform this function and, on November j, 1859, announced
that "The University of Georgia shall consist of a Collegiate Institu-
tion, a College Proper Zwhich would include only the junior and senior
yearg, and University Schools of Science and Philosophy." (2)

Although the new institution was opened in January, 1861 with 1X
juniors and seniors, the outbreak of war and Georgia's secession soon
caused the loss of seventy-five students who enlisted. Enrollment
continued to decline and, following a complete mobilization following
the fall of Chattanooga, only twenty students remained in the College
Proper. As a final attempt to save the college, the freshman and

Michael Brick, Forum and Focus for the Junior College Movement (New
York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University,
1964), pp. 24-25

2. For discussion of the University of Georgia during this period, see
Robert Preston Brooks, The University of Georgia Under Sixteen Admini-
strations, 1785-1955 (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1956),57
,8-46; E. Merton Coulter, College Life in the Old South (New York: Mac
Milian, 1928), pp. 254-62; A.L. Hull, A Historical Sketch of the Uni-
versity of Georgia (Atlanta: The Foote and Davies Co., 0947, pp. 7-
77.
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sophomore classes were once again added on July 4, 1666; as of January
1, 1864 enrollment had risen again to forty students. It was, however,
not enough, and the University was closed "for the duration" in early
February of 1864. When the University of Georgia reopened in 1866, it
once again offered a full four years of collegiate study within one
organizational framework.

Although most scholars interested in the bisection of the early
college agree that the University of Georgia represents the first
"successful" attempt of an operating institution to eliminate its own
freshman and sophomore years, they make little attempt to see these
events as anything more than an historical oddity. Yet, the University
of Georgia was typical of many of the problems faced by American
colleges immediately before and after the American Civil War; what was
atypical was the response. And, in a larger sense, the very problems
of financial support for an institution combining the function of two
educational programs and of the youthful age of the potential students
in areas in which preparatory education was not readily available
were problems similar to those which led Tappan, Falwell and even
Harper to suggest the bisection of the American college.

As stated above, by the 19.30's, general agreement had been
reached as to the point at which future attempts to divide the four-
year baccalaureate program would be made; this point was shaped by
considerations such as had led Franklin College to rid itself of its
first two years. By the 1930's, too, gradual agreement was being
reached as to the definitions to be assumed when describing the organi-
zation of American higher education. The rapid expansion of public
secondary education, both in terms of universal availability and of the
level of instruction, led to an up-graded and more clearly defined
college than had existed even as late as the suggestions of Harper and
Jordan. Moreover, the work of the freshman and sophomore years, now
offered in independent two-year junior colleges often tied to the
secondary system, was accepted as being of "college" level, in part
because the concept of a four-year college between secondary and
graduate study had finally gained a level of acceptance which protected
it from further incursions from the German model of gymnasium and
university. Finally, the university itself had taken on many of the
organizational aspects of the German university - often becoming a
federation of schools including but not limited to the English-based
college - and this definition, which emphasized structure as well as
level of instruction, diminished the tendency to reject certain courses
or subjects as "non-university" in nature.

Thus, the stage had been set for the first major attempt to
completely eliminate the first two years from a four-year institution
since the days of the Civil War. Appropriately enough, the attempt
occured in California, where the system of public junior colleges was
the most extensive in the nation and where, for over thirty years,
officials at the University of California and at Stanford had been
advocating such a split. Yet, the change came not at one of these
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well established institutions, but at an institution in central Califor-
nia which had, throughout its existence, been forced by circumstances
to change and adjust to conditions" which it faced as "a relatively
unknown college." (1)

The College of the Pacific opened at its third location in it.3
seventy-six year history at Stockton, California in the fall of 1924.
During the next four years, enrollment at the college grew to a peak
of 978 during the 1928-29 academic year; yet, the costs of relocation
and reliance upon tuition fur most required funds limited the institu-
tion's ability, even during the years of prosperity, to build an
adequate endowment. With the onset of the depression, enrollment (and,
with it, tuition Licome) declined, reaching 842 during the 1931-32
academic year and 707 the following year. On September 28, 1932,
President Tully C. Knoles reported to the Board of Trustees that the
College had a "cash deficit of $54,069.58 for the current year... gnd7
it was proposed by the Comptroller that each employee of the College
take a two months' cut in salary in addition to the fifteen percent
formerly agreed upon." (2)

By the opening of the 1933-J4 academic year, the situation was
becoming critical and in October, 1933 a special Faculty Coordinating
Committee was created to search for possible ways of saving the insti-
tution. One solution, suggested by Professor and Debate Coach Dwayne
Orton, was that the College of the Pacific establish a separate junior
college division without, alteration of the traditional four-year cur-
riculum or of the academic standards at the four-year institution.
Creation of the junior college would provide for increased revenues,
while retaining the College's traditional academic standards which were
seen as one major drawing card during the depression years. Furthermore,
the new jun!.or college division was seen as being "in line with the
trend in American liberal education which recognized the first two
years of the arts college as the concluding period of the student's
general education." (3)

1. Robert E. Burns, interview held October 7, 1968 at Stockton, California.

2. College of the Pacific, "Minutes of the Board of Trustees, September
29, 1925-June, 15, 1939," p. 55; College of the Pacific, pulletin of
the College of the Pacific, Catalogue Issue for 1933-34 (Stockton: the
College, December, 15.37771). 93.

. Rockwell D. Hunt, History of the College of the Pacific (Stockton:
College of the Pacific, 1951), p. 148; Tully C. KnoiT,"Yresident's
report, March 27, 1934," p. 2;; Dwayne C. Orton, interview held Decem-
ber 16, 1968 at New York, New York; Burns, interview; College of the
Pacific, Bulletin of the College of the Pacific: Junior College Issue
(Stockton: the College, June, 1931, p. 2.
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Although the new junior college division enrolled sixty-five new
students, President Knoles was still not satisfied with the College's
enrollment. In the spring of 1935, an attempt was made to secure legis-
lation authorizing County Superintendents of Schools of the State to
pay tuition costs for students attending College of the Pacific Junior
College, a step which might have increased junior college enrollment
through creation of fiscal parity with existing public junior colleges.
The bill "was not brought on the floor 5f the State legislature7 for
consideration," President Knoles reported to the Board, "through fear
of unconstitutionality." The next logical step was consideration of
establishment of a public junior college using Pacific's underutilized
facilities and faculty. On June 10, 1935, President Knoles reported
that "he had been informed that it would be entirely legal for the
Stockton High School unit under its Board of Education to organize
itself in a High School-Junior College District.... .5n17 to rent such
buildings or rooms of the College of the Pacific as would be designated
for the use of the Junior College." (1)

The exact moment that President Knoles first considered establish-
ment of a public junior college in a cooperative arrangement with the
College of the Pacific is unclear. In his President's Report of October,
1935 (after the new public institution had opened), he explained that
"for a number of years various education leaders in the state have
commented upon the possibility of the organization of public junior
college classes on the part of the Stockton School Board in connection
with the College of the Pacific." Professor Orton has stated that
President Knoles discussed with him the possibility of a "coordinate
arrangement of public and private institutions" as early as the spring
of 1934 during early consideration of the College of the Pacific Junior
College. And both Orton and Burns recollect that Knoles had long felt
that, educationally, the College of the Pacific could - in Knoles' own
words - "concentrate upon the work of the Upper Division and graduate
year, frankly recognizing in fact what is recognized in law in Califor-
nia that the Lower Division is a part of secondary education." (2)

The ultimate result of the decision to establish (and, on the
part of the College of the Pacific, to support) a public junior college
in Stockton - and the concomitant decision to eliminate the lower
division from the College of the Pacific and to rent the unused facili-
ties to the public institution - was creation of a four-year academic
program, half public and half private, sharing the same campus. The
decision was based, to a great extent, in Knoles' beliefs concerning

1. Tully C. Knoles, "President's Report, October 23, 19_)4," p. 2; Tully
C. Knoles, "President's Report, October, 1935," p. 1; College of the
Pacific, "Minutes, September 29, 1925-June 15, 1939," pp. 123, 127.

2. Knoles,."President's Report, October, 1935," p. 2; Orton, interview;
Tully C. Knoles, "President's Report, October 27, 1936," p. 5; Burns,
interview.
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the appropriate administrative and educational structure of a college;
these beliefs, in turn, were based upon the thinking of such educators
as Jordan, Lange, and Ray Lyman Wilbur, then President of Stanford.
Moreover, Pacific's need to decrease costs while increasing revenues -
combined with increasing public pressure for a public junior college in
Stockton - made elimination of Pacific's lower division in conjunction
with creation of a. public junior college an alternative which would
benefit all concerned On April 1, 1939, President Knoles reported, "My
enthusiasm for our enterprise grows with experience. The College is
realizing much more fully upon its facilities Shich were being rented,
in part, to the junior college which shared Pacific's campus7, all
competition for students in the lower division is removed, and an ade-
quate base for the Senior College is fairly assured. Strife could
arise, but if frank understanding is practiced I can see nothing but
continued good." (1)'

Both "frank understanding" and "continued good" existed for
slightly over a decade from the elimination of College of the Pacific's
lower division in 19)5. During that period, however, changes had begun
which would force a reconsideration of the cooperative status between
Pacific and Stockton College One such change - that of the name from
Stockton Junior College to Stockton College - was the result of a
reorganization by the Stockton Board of Education (the Board of Control
for the junior college) of its total offerings into a six-four-four
plan of organization in 1944. This reorganization tied the junior
college much more closely to the "lower" public offerings; the change
to a four-year status - coupled wi':11 the influx of students to both
institutions following the Second World War - created severe strains
on the shared facilities. Finally, new personnel, who felt loyalty
neither to the shared campus nor to the working arrangements instituted
in 1935-36, were employed; moreover, the junior college itself had
begun to develop (and desire) an identity of its own, separate from
that of the Collgge of the Pacific. (2)

By the end of the decade of the 1940's, both President Burns and
Chancellor Knoles felt that relations between the two institutions
were rapidly deteriorating. Yet, although Knoles felt that "relations
between the two schools had reached a place where cooperation is almost
impossible" - a situation which Burns attributed to "a cantankerous
school board with a new and difficult administrator" and the fact that
"academic cooperation... is coming to a point where there is little
more than a rental of our facilities" - Burns nonetheless suggested
"that we sit tight, but watch the situation very carefully." Burns

1. Tully C. Knoles, '!.President's Report, April 1, 1937," p. 3.

2. Burns, interview; Stockton College, Stockton College Catalogue 1948 -
IQ (Stockton: Stockton italege, July, 1948), p. 6; Stockton Board of
Education, "Records of the Elementary Division, November 12, 1941 -
January 9, 1945," p. 272.
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realized that advantages - particUlarly savings and the large number of
students drawn to a tuition-free institution from which Pacific could
chose its junior class - existed; by late 1949, these advantages had
not yet been over-come by disadvantages, both existing and potential. (1)

Bj the end of 1950, however, three specific problems had arisen
which crystalized the areas of disagreement and led to the end of the
sixteen year experiment as an upper division institution. President
Burns has stated that "if the Korean War hadn't come along, I suspect
we might still be an upper-division - graduate institution." Although
this sentiment is probably an over-statement, the war did have immediate
effects upon both institutions. On November 10, 1950, the College of
the Pacific Board of Trustees approved establishment of an ROTC unit
on campus to "protect" Pacific students From the draft, which took
423 students from the junior college which was unable to offer an ROTC
program. This fact, coupled with the fact that the end of the sophomore
year in a "bisected" institution was a'logical point at which to draft
men needed for the armed forces, led Burns to believe that College of
the Pacific might not continue to receive adequate numbers of transfer
students from the junior colleges of the State.(2)

Two new problems had also arisen. President Burns reported that
the American Chemical Society had refused to accredit Pacific's
program since, in the words of the Society, "the present organization
of the College of the Pacific cannot permit the Department of Chemis-
try to retain proper control over the caliber and scope of the lower
level course and training." In addition, Burns had just received
notification that all intercollegiate athletic events with Pacific had
been cancelled due to pressure on other colleges from the Pacific
Coast Conference, which had expelled the College for continuing to
allow sophomores from Stockton College to participate on its teams. (j)

Burns believed that the problems with the Chemical Society - and
anticipated problems with Phi Beta Kappa and the engineering accrediting
body - could be solved only through addition of a lower division, or at
least through the addition of lower division courses in those areas in
which the college wished subject-matter accreditation. Considering the
continuing difficulties being encountered in relations with Stockton

1. College of the Pacific, "Minutes of the Board of Trustees, October
25, 1940-June 18, 1955," pp. 325, 329; Robert E. Burns, "President's
Report, March 28, 1950," p. 5.

2. Burns, interview; College of the Pacific, "Minutes, October 25,
1948-June 18, 1955," pp. 363, 369; Stockton Board of Education, "Board
Minutes, February 27, 1951-February 24, 195d," p. .)24.

College of the Pacific, "Minutes, October 25, 1946-June 13, 1955,"
p. )59; Robert E. Burns, "President's Report, October 20, 1950," pp.
5, 6.
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College, Burns saw no real reason to continue operation of College of
the Pacific without a lower division. Although the rental contract with
'Stockton College had realized $47,000 the past -rear, Pacific officials
realized that they were not receiving adequate income to offset wear
and tear on the buildings. Furthermore, income from tuition from a new
lower division would exceed required expenses by approximately $3,000
a year for a lower division of two hundred students and by $68,000 a
year for a lower division of four hundred students. (1)

Based on these reasons, Burns recommended establishment of "a
pilot lower division as sort of a model, highly selective group"
consisting of three hundred students,'the number withdrawn from
Pacific's campus over the past year as Stockton College continued to
move into new buildings. Moreover, Stockton College would be permitted
to continue to rent any space remaining on the Pacific campus and ala
effort would be made to allow enrollment of Stockton College 13th and
14th year students in the new R.O.T.C. program. In the fall of 1951,
the College of the Pacific lower division was reopened after sixteen
years with an enrollment of 202 freshmen and 68 sophomores. (2)

Although the College of the Pacific's experiment had come to an
end, it had not failed, in any sense of the word, because of an inher-
ent weakness in the concept of an upper division institution, although
this would not always be the case with other institutions. In Stockton,
the initial plan had been developed as a cooperative venture between a
public school board and a private institution; over the course of the
years, through changing conditions and personnel, thEt cooperation had
gradually lessened, increasing the stress on both institutions. Yet,
the public institution, with its broader base of support and of
potential students, and with a growing desire for an independent
identity, did not react to these stresses in the same way or to the
same degree as did the College of the Pacific. Pacific's reaction was
due, in great measure, to the additional pressures brought to bear by
outside forces - specifically accreditation bodies, athletic conferences,
and the war - which would not or could not adjust their own requirements
to the unique conditions on the Stockton campus, as well as to the
feeling (and, perhaps the reality) that the unique administrative and
organizational relationship with Stockton College had outlived its
usefulness.

While the period of the great depression caused hardships in =say
American institutions of higher education - and provided, to a great

1. College of the Pacific, "Minutes, October 25, 1948-June 16, 1955,"
p. _:29; Burns, "President's Report, March 28, 1950," p. 6.

2. College ul he Pacific, "Minutes, October 25, 1948-June 16, 1955,"

PP. 369, "_81, 417; Burs, interview.
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extent, the impetus for the elimination cf Pacific's lower division -

it provided at least one institution, The New School for Social Research,
with a unique opportunity for expansion and service which, at least
indirectly, would also lead to creation of an upper division institution.
At the beginning of the decade of the 1930's, the New School was a
relatively disorganized forum for individual lecturers and other forms
of adult education, a status which it had enjoyed virtually since its
inception in late 1918. By the end of the decade of the 1930's, the
New School offered a graduate degree program unique in the United
States and would soon open an upper division college, itself unique in
its philosophy, faculty, students, and course offerings.

The depression in the United States paralleled equally troublesome
times in Europe and, in the early 1930's, New School Director Alvin
Johnson conceived of the idea of providing refuge for European scholars
through creation of a University in Exile. With Hitler's advent to power -
and through the generosity of Hiram Halle, a New York businessman -
Johnson and Emil Lederer, an Austrian economist, developed the idea of
bringing large numbers of German scholars to the United States and of
providing a centralized location in which the scholars could recreate
the ideals of a European university. Concurrently, Johnson saw the
opportunity to create a true graduate faculty as a capstone to the
educational offerings of the New School. (1)

Thus, an institution that had begun as a group of prominent Ameri-
can scholars giving lectures to an adult public had overnight added a
graduate faculty composed of some of the finest European scholars. Yet,
Johnson's desire to protect and conserve the individuality of the grad-
uate faculty, as a group, led in 1936 to creation of separate boards
of trustees for the graduate faculty and for the remainder of the New
School. As seen by Dr. Hans Simons - a member of the University in
Exile and later President of the New School - the University in Exile
was a homogeneous and somewhat introspective group of exiles operating
within, but not as an integral part of, the New School. (2)

Follo.:ing creation of the Ecole Libre des Haute Etudes in the
early 1940's as yet another free-floating unit within the New School,
many members of the faculty and administration felt that a reevaluatio=n
of the School's organizational structure was required. Following "many
months of deliberation on the reorganization of the New School," Johnson
recommended an organization which divided all offerings - with the
exception of the Institute for World Affairs and the Ecule Libre - "for
administrative convenience" into a School of Politics and a School of
Philosophy and Liberal Arts. The Graduate Faculty was divided along

1. Alvin Johnson, Pioneer's Progress.(4ew York: Viking )?Tess, 1952), pp.
228, 273, 3;7-46; Alvin Johnson, interview held May 3, 1968 at
Nyack, New York.

2. Johnson, Pioneer's Progress, p. j+8; Hans Simons, interview held
December 16,101Ba. New York, New York.
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the same lines, although it retained its own Dean and Board of Trustees
(until 1946). Hans Simons was named Dean of the School of Politics,
while the School of Philosophy and Liberal Arts would be under the
direction of the present Associate Director of the New School, Miss
Clara Mayer. (1)

Yet, the new organization had not resolved the problem of inte-
grating the Graduate Faculty into institution; Dr. Simons, in
particular, felt that the Gradw.te Faculty required some sort of
"underpinning" to bring it into contact with the institution as a whole
and with general students in particular. Dr. Johnson, noting a pretty
scanty enrollment in the graduate degree programs, was in favor of some
means "to equip students who had been drop outs... to help them to reach
the level where they could enter the graduate programs." According to
Dean Clara Mayer, there was also an "effort to coordinate the programs
of eople who had some specific goal in mind." The end result, developed
by Dr. Simons from an idea by Emil Lederer, the Dean of the Faculty,
was the creation of the New School Senior College. (2)

The specific even which appears to have coalesced these divergent
dissatisfactions was the introduction in Congress of the G.I. Bill in
early 1944. Under this legislation, the federal government would provide
financial support for veterans who wished to further their education; of
equal importance to those at the New School, the returning veterans re-
presented a newly opening reservoir of more mature and experienced
students..The idea of the New School's creating a baccalaureate program
limited to the Junior and senior years was endorsed by New York State
Commissioner George Stoddard, especially since Stoddard was planning
the creation of twenty Junior Colleges of Applied Arts and Science
throughout the State, and saw creation of a "senior college" as providing
a possible capstone to this new educational system." Thus, agreement was
reached, although what the State saw as a capstone for future junior
college students was seen by the New School more as an opportunity "to
underpin the structure of the Graduate Faculty by connecting it with a
small number among the whole student body who can be prepared for
graduate work." (3)

One additional reason for the
this manner - although never stated
the background of those involved in
College which opened in the fall of

decision to operate the college in
by any of the principals - might be
the creation of the New School Senior
1944. Lederer, Simons, and the,vast

1. New School, Board Minutes for April 15, 1934," in "Minutes, June 22,
1934-February 12, 1945;" Clara W. Mayer, interview held March 27, 1963
at New York, New York; New School, The New School: Courses of Study 194_, -

44 (New York: New School, 1943),

2. Simons, interview; Johnson, interview; Mayer, interview.

New School, "Board Minutes for March 27, 1944," in "Minutes, Julie
1934-February 12, 1945."
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majority of the Graduate Faculty had come to the United States with the
University in Exile; their entire background and training had been in
the great German uni'ersities where competent, mature students, having
completed a rigorous preparation in the gymnasia, came for an indepen-
dent intellectual experience known as higher education. Thus, it would
be perfectly normal to develop a program at the New School in which
the student body was expected to have completed whatever "general
education" might be required before coming to the College, the major
function of which was to provide a selection of courses from which the
student might chose and whatever guidance the student himself might
desire.

The early New School Senior College, whatever the primary reasons
for its establiahMent as an upper division institution, was not directly
related to contemporary educational developments regarding the time
structure of the baccalaureate degree in the United States (except inso-
far as all developments could be traced back to the initial German
influence on one's perception of the role of the college vis-a-vis the
preparatory institution). Simons, Johnson, and Mayer were all totally
unaware of the experiment which had been started eight years earlier
at the College of the Pacific; Johnson was "aware and uninterested" in
the theoretical developments of the early twentieth century which
concerned themselves with the appropriate amount of time and the div:sion
of courses for a collegiate education. According to Simons, the new senior
college was not consciously modelled on any other institution, primarily
because the New School's preferred clientele was not the regular high
school graduate, age eighteen to twenty, but the older and more mature
adult who returned in order to continue his education: the kind of
student who had been the central concern of the New School since its
inception. (1)

Although the New School Senior College would be greatly modified
in the mid-1960's - at ithich time it would develop its present form and
emphases - the early development of an upper division institution at
the New School in 1944 has a distinct place in any history of bisection
and/or :pper division colleges. The Senior College at the New School
was primarily a result of three factors: the history and philosophy of
those associated with the New School, the influx of organizations at the
New School preceding the Second World War, and the War itself, at least
as it had its ramifications inqmssage of the G.I. Bill. Thus, in 1944,
the New School joined College of the Pacifi': as one of the two upper
division institutions then in operation in the United States.

That same year, 1944, the first concrete step was taken toward
creation of the third (and presently longest continuously operating)
upper division institution. At that time, the Board for Higher
Education of the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod was requested at its
annual convention "to make further studies regarding the advisibility

1. Johnson, interview; Mayer, interview; Simons, interview.
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of changing over to a four-year college course in preparation for entrance
upon a three-year course in theology in St. Louis. Asa first step in
conducting the necessary studies, an Executive Sec4te.ry, Dr. Martin J.
Neeb, was employed for the Board in January, 1945. (1)

The educational system of the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod had
begun in 1839 with the establishment of a theological seminary aild
"supporting college" in Perry County Missouri. From that date until
1935, the Synod's system "took the standard program of studies of the
theological faculty of a German university as the pattern for the
seminary and that of the German classical gymnasium as ',he pattern for
the pre-professional college." Through the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century, several additional preparatory schools were estab-
lished and the designation "college" was introduced into the system;
yet, "there appears to have been no conscious attempt... to accommodate
the pre-professional school to the pattern of the contemporary American
college." Finally, in 1935, the decision was made to extend the three
year seminary course to four years, and to award the baccalaureate degree
after the second seminary year (or the fourth year of higher education).
Yet, the six-year "gymnasia" (now known as high school and junior college)
remained as the only preparation for "graduate," "seminary," of "profes-
sional education." (2)

By the United States' entry into. the Second World War, demands for
a reconsideration of the basic structure of the educational system as it
related to its primary goal - ministerial education - were growing. These
demands grew in part from a need to facilitate transfer among institutions
and to other graduate schools, in part to provide a broader education for
the ministry, and in part as a result of the new and rapid growth and role
of American junior colleges; the United States' entry into the Second .yorld
War made the need for some reform even more urgent, as the Synod discovered
that a four-year college course with a recognized baccalaureate degree was
required for appointments to chaplaincies in the Armed Forces. Although a
baccalaureate had, since 19j5, been awarded following two years of Seminary
study, the seminary itself was not accredited, in part due to its failure
to require the baccalaureate for admission. Thus, "fully aware of the
plannings and discussion coming out of the University of Chicago under
President Hutchins' leadership in the early forties," members of the Board
for Higher Education of the Synod once again begun to con: ider a restruc-
turing of the Synodical syotem of education. And, although there is no
indication that any of those involved were aware of developments at the

1. Board for Higher Education, Evangelloal Lutheran Synod of Missouri, Ohio,
and Other States, "Report of the Board for Higher Education," Proceedings
-f the Thirty-Ninth Regular Convention of the Evangelical Lutheran Synod of
Missouri, Ohio, and Other States, Saginaw, Michi-ran, June 2i-i""2, 1944
(St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 194'1, p. 92.

2. Concordia Senior College, "Self-Survey Report of Concordia Senior
College, Fort Wayne, Indiana," June, 1961, pp. y-11.
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College of the Pacific or the New School, "we were encouraged, of
course," Executive Secretary Neeb has stated, "by the fact that a
reputable university .he University of Chicag7 was willing to
examine long standing traditions in depth and to undertake experimental
innovation in the same area in which we had an interest." (1)

Between 1944 and 1947, eighteen separate proposals for the
restructuring of the educational system wene submitted to the Board for
Higher Education; yet, it was felt that "any changes in the present
program could have value only to the extent that they might improve or
expand the ChurcWs ability to preach, teach, and apply the Gospel.
Based on this assumption, a new document, "The Objectives of Ministerial
Training was prepared by Dr. Neel) and members of the Board and approved
at the Synod's 1947 convention; each of the eighteen proposals for
restructuring was, in turn, considered in terms of these "Objectives."
Thus, those proposals which involved a move to subsidize students'
upper division education at another institution as a means of providing
an educational program more in line with that now current in the United
Statea were eliminated as they would remove ministerial studento from
Synodical schools. Other proposals fell into two major categories: those
to establish a separate two- or four-year institution to provide the
education required between the end of the junior college and the start
of seminary would, assuming that the seminary would now require the
baccalaureate degree for admission; and those to attach two years of
education to one or more of the system's existing junior colleges. (2)

Following a detailed examination of all proposals, the Board's
recummendatLuns, utlimately adopted by the synod, were "that the present
Junior College system be maintained." The Board also reported that
"earnest efforts to agree on the propriety of selecting any one of the
proposed plans... revealed a wide divergence of opinion; however, after
an objective discussion of the premises ofgered and of the relative
merits of the various plans, the Advisory 'ouncil (College and Seminary
presidents) concurred with your Board in the followint Recommendations:
That Synod establish a Senior College as an additional unit in the
professional training of ministerial students." The Board then proceeded
to define a Senior College as an institution "on the level of the junior

1. Board for Higher Education,,Evangelical Lutheran Synod of Missouri,
Ohio, and Other States, "Report of Board for Higher Education," Proceed-
ings of the Fortieth Regular Convention of the Evangelical Lutheran
Synod of Missouri, Ohio, and Other States assembled at Chicago, Illinoia
as the Twenty-Fifth Dele ate Synod July 20-, 1947 Ta. Louis: Concordia
Publishing House, 19 7 , pp. 152-54; Martin J. Neeb, letter to Robert A.
Altman, August 5, 1968.

2. Martin J. Neeb, interview held July 9, 1968 at Fort Wayne, Indiana;
Board for Higher Education, "Report of Board for Higher Education,"
1947, pp. L70, 178.
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and senior years of the American college system." Finally, the Board
was instructed to undertake studies regarding the location, curriculum,
and plant requirements for the new Senior College. (1)

Between 1947 and 1950, the next regularly scheduled Synodical
Convention, discussion and planning for the new institution proceeded
under the direction of the Board's Executive Secretary. Thus, by
1950, the specific aims and governing structure of the new Senior
College had been determined, although a location was still to be
chosen. At the 1950 Convention, the 1947 resolution establishing a
senior college was reaffirmed, the sum of $2,750,000 was allocated for
construction of the new campus when a location was finally decided
upon, and a Committee of 99 - including the president of each of the
;6 regional synods, parish clergy, and representatives of other
specific divisions of clergy and laymen - was appointed to assist the
Board in locating a site for the Senior College. (2)

The Committee of 99 met at the Board offices in St. Louis in
January, 1952 and recommended that the Senior College be located either
in the Chicago or Milwaukee suburban areas, primarily because of the
geographical distribution of both the potential students and existing
student body. On November 18, 1952, an option was placed on a 126-acre
site northwest of Chicago, giving the impression that this would be
the location of the new institution. Yet, before the next Convention
was convened on June 17, 1953, "an unsolicited offer was made by the
Indiana Technical College of Fort Wayne to purchase our 5.he Synod's]
Concordia College at Fort Wayne " After careful consideration of all
alternatives - and the assurance that another location within Fort
Wayne could be found for a new institution - the Synodical Convention
decided to abandon plans for the senior college in Chicago and to plan
instead for its development in Fort Wayne, Indiana. (.0

1. Board for Higher Education, "Report of Board for Higher Education,"
1947, pp. 200, 201.

2. Board for Higher Education, Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod, "Report
of the Board for Higher Education," Proceedings of the Forty-First
Regular Convention of the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod assembled at
Milwaukee, Wisconsin as the Twenty-Sixth Delegate Synod June 20-30,
1 0 (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1950), pp. 219-21, 22:),
X226 -;4, 2_)7, 240-51; Neeb, interview.

Board for Higher Education, Lutheran Church - Missouri Synod, "Report
of the Board for Higher Education," Proceedings the Forty-Second
Regular Convention of th:i Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod assembled at
Houston, Texas as the Twenty-Seventh,Delegate Synod June 17-26, 195_,
TSt. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 195i), pp. 131, 1)2, 177.
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Thus, by 1953, the basic decisions regarding both structure and
site for Concordia Senior College had been determined, although the
institution would not open with students until 1957. And, although the
decisions on site selection provide interesting examples of the inter-
action between the Board for Higher Education and the local boards of
control for constituent institutions in the Synod's educational system,
the basic decision to establish an upper division institution, as
opposed to some other form of institution, had been taken as early as
1947 and had been reaffirmed in 1950. By the time the Committee of 99
liad been appointed, the basic structural decisions had already been
made.

The decision to establish an upper division institution at
Concordia reflected, to a great extent, the influenc,s of the German
university concept on American colleges and universities, as did the
decision to establish a similar institution at the New School Senior
College. Most simply, the Board for Higher Education of the Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod created a senior college because, although it
possessed a complete preparatory (gymnasial) system of education
modelled directly on the German educational structure of the mid-
nineteenth century, its "university" level, consisting only of the
theological seminary, required two additional years in order to
parallel the common American pattern. The specific impetus to bring
Synod's system into a parallel with the American pattern was probably
the Second World War; yet, "reformers" within the Church had been
pressing for both educational and structural reform for over thirty
years.

The decisions taken at Concordia and the New School in the 1940's
mark the end of one major chapter in the history of upper division
institutions in the United States. Prior to 1950, consideration of
basic educational questions - such as the appropriate structure of a
baccalaureate degree, the distinction between "university" and
"non-university" work, and the best point at which to divide the
baccalaureate experience among several levels of institutions - led
to the suggestion of several alternate organizational patterns, one of
which was the upper division institution. Following 1950, the existence
of praidly growing systems of public junior colleges - themselves an
outgrowth of many of the same questions which had led to the first
upper division institutions - made consideration of alternate patterns
of organization extremely difficult. Given the pattern of two-year
junior colleges and R growing demand for increasing numbers of bac-
calaureate degrees, planners now turned to new questions involving the
best way in which to provide for the industrial and educational needs of
their communities. In several instances, answers to these new questions
pointed to the same organizational pattern arrived at by those considering;
earlier questions in Stockton, New York, and Fort Wayne: the upper
division college.
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The 1950's: Michigan

Although the University of Michigan had considered establishing
undergraduate programs in several Michigan cities including Flint
curing the late 1940's, the Flint community's drive to secure a four-
year institution began in earnest in mid-1950, in large measure due to
the efforts of Michael Gnrman, then editor of the Flint Journal. Initial
impetus came from approval of a $7 million bond issue in Flint on June
6, 1950, of which $1.5 million was to be used for construction of new
buildings at the local junior college; concurrently, Charles Stewart
Mott - one of the founders of General Motors, President of the Mott
Foundation, and a noted Flint philanthropist - stated that the Founda-
tion stood ready to provide $1 million toward construction of a four-
year college for Flint. Three days later, at the urging of Mr. Gorman -
a close personal friend of University of Michigan President Herbert
Reuthven, Provost James Adams, and several members of the University of
Michigan Board of Regents - a Citizens' Committee was established;
among the twelve members were Gorman, Frank Manley of the Foundation
staff, J.A. Anderson of General Motors A.C. Sparkplug Division in Flint,
Everett A. Cummings, president of a local bank and member of the Flint
Board of Education, and W. Fred Totten, President of Flint Junior
College. At its first meeting, held June 1950, the Committee decided
that "a complete study should be made of the question of a four-year
college for Flint." (1)

At some point before January 19, 1951, Gorman sent a detailed
memorandum to 2rovost Adams outlining some of the thinking of the Flint
Committee. Noting that enrollment at the Ann Arbor cam2us was growing
rapidly, and the "Flint is substantially the largest community in
Michigan without a four-year college," Gorman then discussed the
required capital and operating costs, projected enrollment, and sources
of support for a new institution in Flint; among the latter was listed
approximately $1.7 million which the Board of Education had on hand
"for a new Junior College." Based on this letter, Adams obviously
assumed that the Flint community favored a four-year institution and,
at the February 15 meeting of the Board of Regents, "reported on the
proposal to expand Flint Junior College under the general supervision
of the University." At its Februad7, meeting, the Board v.ppointed
Professor Algo D. Henderson to undertake a study of the proposal; in
March, they asked that Henderson include the entire question of branch
campus operations for the University of Michigan. (2)

1. Everett A. Cummings, interview held April 4, 1968 at Flint, Michigan;
W. Fred Totten, interview held April 3, 1968 at Flint, Michigan; Flint
Journal, June 8, 1950, June 11, 1950; Flint Citizens' Committee for the
Development of a Four Year College for Flint, "summary of Progress Reports
1-5," April j0, 1952, p. 2.

2. Michael Gorman, memo regarding Flint branch, n.d.; University of
Michigan, Proceedings of the Board of Regents, Jul', 1248 -June, 1951
(Ann Arbor': University ofTRIcEizHZE,-1951), pp. 122b, 1254'.



Henderson's report was completed in April, 19)1. After a general
survey of other states' experience with branch campuses, Henderson
reported that "the University of Michigan probably cannot meet the
futsre demands for its services on a single campus," and concluded that
there was no reason why the University should not establish additional
units in other locations where sufficient local need existed. A survey
of the state had shown that only Flint could demonstrate such a need,
although "it seems probably that Flint could successfully establish and
operate a public college of its own." Henderson's report did n,t address
itself specifically to the question of relations between a University
branch and the existing junior college, except to imply that such
institutions could co-exist since "Junior colleges have only a limited
program, 5.nd7 the state should be alert to provide four-year colleges
in regions where the population warrants and where private institutions
or other public colleges do not sufficiently take care of the needs." (1)

During the summer of 1951 - while Regents' action on Henderson's
report was still pending - Marvin Niehuss was appointed to replace
Adams as Provost of the University; on January 18 1952, the new
President, Harlan Hatcher, "reported informally Lto the Regents7 on the
progress made to date in discussion with representatives regarding the
proposed relationship between the University and Flint Junior C:lloge."
In March of 1952, President Hatcher asked Professor Henderson to set
up a joint committee with interested Flint citizens to refine the
possibilities which were being discussed and to make recommendations ior
use before the Regents; following several meetings with a group from
Flint, including Cummings, Totten, Anderson, Manley, and George Gundry,
Chairman of the Flint Board of Education, Henderson submitted his second
report on May 20, 1952. Henderson's basic conclusion was that, despite
certain legal and financial difficulties which the Flint representatives
had raised, "the University would prefer to operate a single, integrated
four-year unit" in Flint. (2)

By this time, however, Henderson's recmmendationL-. were unacceptable
to the Flint Committee On April 30, 1952 the Flint Committee had sub-
mitted its own recommendations: "That the Board of Education officially
confer with authorized representatives of the University of Michigan with
a view to determining the nature and extent of the interest of the
University of Michigan in the operation and administration of the third
and fourth years of a four-year college program in Flint." Flint's
desire to create an upper division institution was based upon a decision

1. Algo D. Henderson, "Memorandum on Flint College Proposal," April JO,

1951, PP. 4-7, 9.

2. University of Michigan, Proceedings of the Board of Regents, Au6ust,
191-June, 1951t (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 19)4), p. 274; Algo
D. Henderson, memo to Harlan Hatcher, May 6, 1953; Algo D. Henderson,
confidential memorandum to Board of Education, Flint, Michigan, May 20,
1952.
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"that the identity of Flint Junior College 5hould7be maintained,"
partially out of community pride for an institution which had been in
existence for thirty years, partially to insure the continued operation
of a number of community and adult education programs which the community
college offered, and partially because of the existence of a trust fund,
left to the Junior college by the late W.S. Ballenger, which would "go
elsewhere should Flint Junior College cease to exist." (1)

The Flint position was formally presented to the University on
October 10, 1952 and, on November 18, Henderson presented an analysis
of the "new" position to President Hatcher. Despite difficulties which
Henderson anticipated in operating two separate institutions, the
decision was made to continue discussions "from the constructive view-
point" to see If agreement could be reached. Finally, following several
months uf discussion regarding possible means of implementing the Flint
plan, Henderson outwitted, on May 6, 1953, his final rep rt to President
Hatcher. After reviewing the history of the negotiations - including the
fact that "initially the Flint Committee placed emphasis upon the funds
to finance a four-year college" while "in October g.9527 your committee
was advised that the Flint Board desired to retain the Junior College" -
Henderson outlined eight disadvantages to the junior- senior college plan:
separate administrations, definition of space priorities, relations
between extra-curricular activities at the two institutions, duplication
of library, separate public relations staffs, prospects for "competition
rather than cooperation" between the two institutions, potentially
disproportionately high costs of an upper diviLdon institution, and the
fact that the University's program "would be dependent for students
upon a junior program not under our control." Since "your committee has
not been able to see the same merit in participating in a divided
operation in Flint that we believed lay in either of our earlier proposals,"
Henderson's report served to mark the end of once major period of nego-
tiations, and conversations were suspended indefinitely. (2)

The discussions lay dormant until, on December 8, 1954 - more than
eighteen months after the last formal communication - Everett Cummings,
now President of the Flint Board of Education, wrote to the Board of
Regents suggesting that conversations be reupaned. Cummings' letter was
in reality the culmination of one series of discussions as much as it
'duo the beginning of another. Once again, as in 1950, Michael Gorman
had acted as a catalyst. "So many committees have been involved with

1. Flint Citizens' Committee, "Summary of Progress Reports," p. 4;
Cummings, interview; Totten, interview; Flint Board of Education,
"Suggested Proposal to the University of Michigan in Reply to their
Proposal of May 18," October 9, 1952.

2. Algo D. Henderson, memo to Hlrlan Hatcher, November 16, 1952; Henderson,
memo to Hatcher, May 6, 1953; Algo D. Henderson, "Notes on the meeting
of the Flint College Committee with members of the Flint Board of Educa-
tion, January 23, 1953;" Cummings, interview; Marvin L. Niehuss,
interview held July 1, 1968 at Ann Arbor, Michigan.



negligible avail," wrote Gorman, "that I felt someone with a sympathetic
interest in both directions might made a contribution by informally
seeking an area of potential accord." Gorman's contribution, made
during November in a series of private meetings with Niehuss and
Hatcher, wan to outline a plan for the operation of two institutions
in Flint which presented a satisfactory solution to the problems
cited in Henderson's May, 1953 memo to Hatcher. (1)

Gorman's suggstions, repeated in Cummings' letter to the B.:ard
of Regents, centered on three points. Noting that enrollment at the
University had reached record proportions - increasing the need for
branch offerings - Gorman sensed "a new urgency" and was "zonvinced
the matter has reached the stage where it is even more important to
the University than it is to Flint." Gorman also suggested that the
request to the Legislature for funds be made separate from the
regular University budget, both to increase the effect of Flint efforts
to lobby on its behalf and to stress its development as "an alternative
for State help which might forestall the movement toward broad aid for
Junior Colleges" which the University had previously resisted. Finally,
and most important, Gorman suggested a University position wld
both mitigate against unfortunate and expensive precedent while als,
solving some of the practical problems raised in Henderson's last
report. Gorman's suggestion, repreated by Cummings and adopted by he
University, was that the University should announce itself willing -
as a general rule - to offer faculty and administration for the thin'.
and fourth years only "in a community ready to supply buildings and
maintenance" and to insure adequate local support, both financial and
in terms of students. (2)

Following Gorwan's recommendations - which were also to play an
important role in both the creation of a second upper division institu-
tion in Michigan and in the decision to end the upper division only
operation in Flint - events moved swiftly. On January 17, 1955, President
Hatcher wrote to the Board of Regents supporting Cummings' request and
recommending that a formal agreement between the University and the
Flint Board be negotiated. A University Planning Committee, chaired by
Professor Harold M. Dorr, was established in February, and Vice President
(formerly Provost) Aiehuss successfully presented the University's case
to the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives in
early April. On April 1j, the formal donation of $1,000,000 by the Mott
Foundation was made, assuring that construction of needed facilities
could be accomplished "to supply buildings" without cost to the state.

1. Cummings, interview; Niehuss, interview; Michael Gorman, letter to
Roscoe 0. Bonisteel, November 12, 1954; Everett A. Cummings, letter to
Board of Regents, University of Michigan, December 8, 1954.

2. Gorman, letter to Bonisteel; Communigs, letter to Board of Regents.
Harlan A. Hatcher, letter to Board of Regents, University of Michigan,
January 17, 1955.



Finally, agreement was reached that "facilities which are now available
to the Junior College students would also be made available on an equal
basis to the Senior College students, subject to programing and scheduling,
without cost to the state" and that no state funds would be required for
either construction or maintenance of facilities for 1,000 students.
"State funds," ws.ote Niehuss, "will be required only for operation of
the educational program and for the building operating expenses." (1)

The decisions leading to the establishment of Flint College -
formaaly created by the Board of Regents on March lo, 19)5 - were
greatly affected by local considerations both within Flint and within
the University of Michigan. Yet, despite these local considerations

of necessity, would vary from one community and situation to
another the pattern of events in Fltnt was typical of the pattern
to be followed in the establishment of later upper division institutions
elsewnere in thy: country. By the mid-19)0's, many areas were beginnins
to experience or to anticipate increasing demand fur higher education as
a reault of the post-war "baby-boom;" by the same time, publicly
supported systems of junior colleges were rapidly expanding and gave
promise of providing increasing numbers of students an opportunity for
at least two years of college education.

Given the existence of these junior colleges, educators were no
longer concerned with theoretical or educational problems which might
question the existing organizational structure. Rather, when need for
increased baccalaureate education was determined - whether because of
specific industrial demands or because of projected numbers of
students - planners in the public sector acknowledged the existence of
junior colleges and investigated ways of providing baccalaureate educa-
tion with the least financial and cducutiLnal duplication of effort.
In Flint - the first public upper division institution - planners saw
the upper division as a satisfactory means of providing additional
publicly - supported education beyond the junior college.

Flint College opened ,for.classes'in September, 1956; by that date,
negotiations leading to Michigan's second upper division institution
were already underway. These discussions, primarily with the Ford Motor
Company of Dearborn, Michigan, had their base in developments within
the Company dating back to a 1947 decision to eliminate "captive teaching
staffs" and to draw upon existing educational institutions for edueationna
programs. The Company's trade school was liquidated in 19)2; esncurrently.
e ,serleo of studies were begun to determine Ford's ongoing manpower needs
and to identify resources to meet them. Based on a study completed in
February, 1955 - and upon past experience, which demonstrated that many

1. M.Ir in L. Niehuss, letter to Committee on Ways and Means, House of
Representatives, Lansing, Michigan, April 4, 19)); Everett A. Cumminea,
letter to Marvin Niehuss, April 1.;, 1955; Everett A. Cummings, letter
to Marvin Niehuss, April 20, 1955; Marvin L. Niehuss, letter to Everett
Cummings, April 22, 1955; Everett A. Cummings, letter to Marvin Niehuss,
Apil 2a, 1955; Marvin L. Niehuss, "Highlights of the Cooperative
Proposal Between the University of Michigan and the Flint Board of Sducti-
tiQn," general memorandum, April 25, 1955.



engineering graduates reluctant to enter manufacturing engineering
(as opposed to product engineering) and business graduates loath to
enter plant management - a decision was reached to explore possible
means of encouraging local community college graduates - seen as a
new pool from which to recruit personnel - to enter the production
area and then to acquire engineering and/or management credentials. (1)

In August of the same year, Archie A. Pearson, Manager of the
Company's corporate-level training department, conceived the ides_ e:
developing a Ford facility to provide the required education for een-
mueity college graduates and of inviting nearby public and private
institutions of higher education to offer junior and senior level
courses which might lead to engineering or business degrees. Following
Company approval of the idea, Pearson contacted Dr. R.H. Scott, Profes-
sor of Management at Wayne University and a personal friend, to explore
the concept; Scott recommended working through one institution, such as
the University of Michigan, rather than attempting to deal witi:
number of institutions and Boards of Control. Taking this suggestion,
Pearson next approached another friend, James Lewis, Vice President of
Student Affairs at the University of Michigan and, through Lewis'
efforts, met with Marvin Niehuss, Executive Vice President o2 the
University, on August 1955. (2)

The University of Michigan was in an excellent position to be
receptive to Pearson's ideas. Just seven months earlier, under
Niehuss' direction, negotiations leading to University approval of
the upper division institution in Flint had been completed, including
the policy statement developed by Michael Gorman that the University
might replicate the Flint decision given adequate local financial and
student need and support. Furthermore, since the early 19nOle, a
campaign had been underway across the state to create new state univer-
sities from former teaches colleges and to create a state institution
at Wayne University, then a Detroit municipal institution. Each newly
created state university meant additional competition for Mate Tunes;
the University of Michigan was eager in Dearborn - as it had been in
Flint - to establish a base of operations on which it could draw for
both legislative and financial support.

Initial conversations between Lewis and Niehuss from the Univety
and Pearson and C.H. Anderson, Director of Personnel, from Ford, concert:
the Ford proposal fora cooperative education center in Dearborn. Almost
immediately, the University suggested development of a separate branch,

1. Arthur W. Saltzman, "Development of the University of Michigan-Dearonre
Center," unpublished statement written for this study, December, 1900;
Ford Motor Company, narrative for slide presentation regarding proposed
Dearborn Center, n.d.

2. Saltzman, "Development."



similar to that in Flint, which would be independent of Ford, open to
all students on an equal basis, but would offer those programs of
study which both Ford and the University deemed desirable. At no point
in the discussions was development of a lower division serioi. sly
considered; Ford's needs were centered at the upper division and graduate
level, and the University had no desire to duplicate either its own
Ann Arbor offerings nor, those of the local community college. The most
important single decision taken during the early months of discussion
was that by the Ford Administration Committee on January 11, 195o.
On that date, the Committee tentatively agreed to provide a cash grant
for construction and a building site Cor the proposed institution,
thus making Dearborn eligible under the "Gorman" policy. At the same
time, the Company appointed a formal negotiating committee and asked
that the proposed institution include both graduate education and an
extensive cooperative irogram. (1)

Although "negotiations" were to continue between Ford and the
University for another ten months before public announcement of the
new institution was made, the decisions taken by the Administration
Committee, coupled with the University's desire to acquire a base in
ietroit, had, for all practical purposes resulted in the creation of
a new institution in Dearborn. From that point on, details of the
student body, site requirements, and specific curricular proposals were
developed. University proposals were ready by mid-July; by mid-September,
procedures for the formal request of the Ford gifts (money ,;'rom the Ford
Fund, the Company's charitable fund and land from the Ford Voundation,
which held title to the land under consideration) had been developed.
And, although the eventual donor of land was later changed to the Comp:sly
itself, all documents had been jointly reviewed and were ready for
formal submission by early November, 1956. (2)

On November 5, 1956, President Harlan Hatcher of the Universit;
sent a letter to President Henry Ford II outlining the University's
desire "to extend our program to a select area outside of Ann Arbor"
as a means "of meeting the need for more college-trained graduates in
specialty fields." Following a brief description of the program to be
offered, Hatcher stated that "the University invites the Ford Motor
Company 5r Ford Fun d7 to participate in the development of this
proposed educational center" through a gift of the Fair Lane properties

1. Saltzwan, 'Development;" Ford Motor Company, "Minutes of Meeting of
Administration Committee of the Ford Motor Company, January 11, 195o,"
January 16, 1956; Niehuss, interview.

2. University of Michigan, "Cooperative Education Project," July 16, 195o;
Saltzman, "Development;" University of Michigan, minutes of meeting between
representatives of Ford Motor Company and University of Michigan, Septem-
ber 14, 1956; University of Michigan, minutes of meeting between
representatives of Ford Motor Company and University of Michigan,
November 1956.



plus 210 acres, in one case, and through a donation of $6.5 milLion, in
the other. In the accompanying aucument, "Request for Funds for University
of Micnigan- Dearborn Center," the University tied its Dearborn requests
to a L.rger, state-wide "planned program of expansion in keeping with
its history and responsibility to the State." The components o2 the
program as stated in the "Request" document were similar to suggestions
originally made by Michael Gorman in the Flint negotiations: "extension
of the University's facilities to other communities in the Stag'
clear needs exist and where such communities are prepared to az;:t the
State by contributing toward the cost of new facilities" and a willint
ness to establish upper division institution: where "the operation the
college will be in close cooperation with the existing junior college.'

Official announcement of the offer was made at the Fair Line ezi,;e
in a joint news conference held December 17, 19no by President Harlan.
Hatcher of the University and Henry Ford II, President of the Fond Motor
Company and the Ford Motor Company Fund. On January o, 1957, a joint
meeting of the Michigan House and Senate voted unanimously "thing this
body urges The Regents of the University of Michigan to accept this
generous gift." The formal offer, conveyed in writing to Hatcher on
January 24, 1957, was "gratefully accepted" by the Regents at their
regular meeting on February 16, 1957. Thirty months later, in the fni:
of 1959, the University of Michigan Dearborn Center Val; opened itns
_;14 students. (2)

The 1950's: Florida

Although Florida's two upper division inntitutions uere not finally
established until the early 1960's, dec'sionu taken in the 1950'n led
directly to the later actions; the 1950 d.lcininns mere necensitated, in
great measure, because Florida had "enjoyed the benefitn of a well-
mane.ged system of status quo higher education" for nearly fifty year;
Finally, in 1954, a consulting group, chaired by A.J. Brumbaugh and
including John E. Ivey, John Dale Russell, and Earl J. McGrath, was
engaged by the State Board of Cnntrol; the consultants' report, in the
form of preliminary recommendations, was presented to the Board of
Control nn January 20, 1955. Recognizing that Florida was beginning its
planning from an almost non-existent base of public higher education,

1. Harlan A. Hatcher, letter to Henry Ford IS, Nnvember ,, 19no; Universitn
of Michigan, "Request fur Funds for University of Michigan-Dearborn Centen.'
November 5, 1956.

2. Fcrd Motor Company, statement of Henry Fo.rd II regarding gift:. to the
University of Michigan distributed by Ford News Department, December,
195b; Saltman, "Development;" Allen W. Merrill, letter to Harlan hatcher,
January 24, 1957; University of Michigan, Proceedings of the Board of
Regents, August, 1954-June, 1257 (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 195;).
pp. 11T1n,-14, 1457.



tae Commisbioa recommended immediate establishment of a system of
publie c,mmuaity colleges, additional state colleges, and a means fur'
coordinating all public: and private two-year and four-year higher
education within the State.(1)

Almost immediately, delegations from several metropolitan Areas
converged upon both the Board of Control and the State Legislature to
begin their bids for the new institutions which were to be established.
During the following legislative session before the Brumbaugh Report
Lad been formally published - new institutions were authorized for
Hillsboro (Tampa), Palm Beach, and Escumbia (Pensacola) counties;
pressure was now increased on the board of Control to formally estab-
lish each institution. The Brumbaugh Report, when officially published,
heartily approved the legislative decision to locate a new institution
in Tampa, but stated that "the legislation which authorized the estab-
lishment of a state university in Palm Beach County is sufficiently
restrictive to p.eclude using it us authority for establishing on the
lower East Coast an institution in a location bearer to Miami] in
which it is most needed." On December 18, 1550 - largely on the strength
of the consultants' recommendations, the Hillsboro delegation became the
first delegation to secure a resolution from the Board of Control
establishing "their" new institution. (2)

On January 7, 1957, the Board agreed to accept an abandoned air-
field in Boca Raton as a site for the Palm Beach institution and, on
September 16, requested Dr. John Ivey to prepare a tentative plan for
the new institution, which had yet to be legally established. On
November 1, 1959, Dr. Ivey presented his recommendations to the Board,
recommendations which called for creation of "a quality institution"
with "a new type of cooperation between a university and several
junior colleges" to make it "unnecessary for the University to offer
an extensive program of freshman and sophomore work on its campus."
Yet, Ivey's basic emphasis was on creation of graduate programs and
a "quality" institution; the Report's seeming failure to provide for

1. J.3. Culpepper and G. Emerson Tully, "Antecedents to Master Planning
for Higher Education in Florida," Florida Board of Regents Staff Study
Reports No. 101, October, 1967, p. 4; State Board of Control of Florida,
"Minutes from November 11, 1954 through December 12, 195i," pp. 45-47.

2. DI. WE of Florida: General Laws 1955, Vol. 1, Part Two, Chapters 2999:-
;O5+9 (Tallahassee: State of Florida, 1955), Chapters JG,297, p. 4).5 and

3.0296,.p. 434; Randall M. Whaley, unpublished chapter from study of new
institutions to be published by American Council on Education, 1969, p.
;; Harold B. Crosby, interview by Mr. James A. Servies held February 3,
1966 at Pensacola, Florida; A.J. Brumbaugh and Myron R. Blee, Higher
Education and Florida's Future, Volume 1; Recommendatioas and General
"Otaff Report (Ga.l.nesville: University of Florida Press, 1956), p. 30;
state Board of Control of Florida, "Minutes," November 11, 1954- December

12, 1957, P. 543.



outh-East Florida's need.L for a baccalaureate - granting institution
aria the feelings of some Board members that the proposed institntion
woald be "both too idealistic and too expensive" led toe Board to
accept the report "subject to further refinements and revisions."
In May, 1960, Dr. Brumbaugh was asked to return to Florida "to
evaluate and to refine the tentative plans provided to the Board
by Dr. John E. Ivey, Jr." (1)

Proponents of the Escambia institution, however, were not havie
iii. r success. Part of this failure was due to initial attempts to

secure approval based un the use of Corry Field in Pensacola as a site
for the institution; this Navy installation, originally scheduled to
be abandoned in June, 1956, was eliminated as a possible site on July
19, 1957 following a Navy decision not to build new facilities
.00thern Alabama. More significant, however, was the attempt to tie
creation of a new institution to the conversion of Pensacola Junior
College to a four-year program, a move consistently opposed by rho
State Department of Education and the Board of Control. As early as
July 17, 1956, the Pensacola Chamber of Commerce had petitioned the
Board to convert the junior college to a four-year program; repeated
attempts to secure approval, both at the Board and in the Legislatere,
were defeated over the next two years. Finally, despite local estimn.ee
that a four-year institution would enroll between 1)00 and 2500 stua.s,
the Board declared that it "saw no need for a university in the Pensacola
area in the foreseeable future" and that it would not approve conver-
sion of the junior college for that purpose. Thus, despite legielative
authorization secured three years earlier, the Pensacola institution
was defeated, at least for the remlinder of the fifties. (2)

1. :;tote Board of Control of Florida, 'Official Minutes of the Soard
of Control, Jaeuary 16, 1956- June 16, 1961," pp. 56-61, 62-8; J.
J. Daniel, "Report of the Chairman of the Board of Control for the
Biennium July 1, 1956 to June )O, 1960," February 15, 19o1, p. (;

Board of Control Resolution of July 15, 1960, cited by ZT.J. Brumbae7.
"Report of the Planning Commission for a New University at Boca Raton,"
June, 1961, p. 1; John E. Ivey, "Tentative Plan for a State University
at Boca Raton," November 1, 1959, pp. 3-4; Kenneth R. Williams, inter-
view held November 14, 1968 at Boca Raton, Florida.

2. Pensacola Mews- Journal, November 7, 1956, April 22, 1957; Pensacola
News, July 16, 1956, July 20, 1957, March 21, 1956; Pensacola Journal,
Oetober 1;, 1956, January 20, 1957, April 8, 1957; no author, 'Tjusti-
ficatio% for Conversion of Pensacola Junior College to a Four-Year
Degree Granting Institution," January 4, 195'2.
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The 1960's: Michigan

The initial suggestion in 1962 to reconsider the status of Flint
College and the possibility of its becoming a four-year unit came from
representatives of the Flint community rather than from the University
of Michigan. In early 1962, Dr. Lawrence Jarvie came to Flint as Chief
Executive Officer of the Flint Board of Education and General Superin-
tendent of Commneity Education; according to Dr. Jarvie, "it appeared
to me Inevitable that the State of Michigan had to have another
University Center ... The natural location, after T looked at the
state as a whole, was in the Flint area."Other Flint residents viewed
the expansion of the public system of education through the creation
of new State-supported universities as a potential threat to Flint
which, although the first Michigan community to secure a branch campus,
might now be left with "only" an upper division institution while other
communities developed real university centers. Finally, despite optimistic
forea:;ts of potential enrollment made during the 1950's, the Flint insti-
tution had never enrolled over 525 students up to 1962. (1)

According to the public press, Executive Vice President Niehues
of the University had stated that "it seems certain that these centers
Flint and Dearborn will have to consider extending their offeeings
to the freshman and senhomure years." Niehuss, however, feels that he
was rain- quoted and had simply stated that "ti - could be extended to
f,-Jur-y,,ur colleges." Nonetheless, Niel..e.as has stated that, the prior
month, first Informal contact between the F:iint community and the
University regarding Flint's expansion had been made. And, the
following month - on December 17, 1962 - a dinner meeting was held in
Flint at the invitation of Charles Stewart Mott. Both David French,
Dean of Flint College, and Niehuss received the impression that Mott
would be willing to offer financial support for construction of an
expanded institution in Flint. By the end of the evening, a joint
committee of Flint residents (Jarvie, Roy Brownell, a trustee of the
Mott Foundation, and Guy J. Bates, member of the Flint Board of Educa-
tion) and University personnel (Niehuss, French, and Harold Dorr, Dean
for Statewide Education) had been created "to explore in depth the
future of higher education in the Flinc area." (2)

Niehuss, interview; Lawrence L. Jarvie, interview held January 11,
19666 at New York, New York; David M. French, interview held April 5,
196a at Flint , Michigan; Charles Donnelly, interview held April
1966 at Flint, Michigan: Flint Journal, November 14, 1962.

2. Flint Journal, November 9, 1962; Niehuss, interview; Jarvie, inter-
view; French, interview; Lawrence L. Jarvie, letter to Marvin Niehuss,
January 4, 1962; Marvin Niehuss, letter to Lawrence Jarvie, January 9,
196;.



The Cemmittee'e aeleberetiene and study eeeteneed eeee meet ee zhe
foil 'n year, and it was not uetil ?ebruary 1)o4 thet the :iret
report was made to the Feint Board of Education. Cie thet date, tho
Bate Committee, as the joint committee was now known, preseete.: ite
findinge; "Present opportunities for college etudy, especially et the
lower division level, are limited in scope... Land7 a hyphenutee four-
year program does not and ceenot adequately serve the educateenel needs
of the seven-county glint] area." The Committee then recommeneed -.het
enc. Flint Board of Education invite the University el Michie to
develop a four-year college in Flint at the earli st possible eete. (1)

The University of Michigan Board ef Rent e acted quicely end
fevorebly to the formal Flint request, transmitted on ipriI 6, :,e4o42,..

While commenting that "the euccess of tnie operation /Flint Coe:ese/
has been 2,ratify1ng," the Regents moved to "accept the princip]e. of the
proposed cooperative program with Flint, u program which woule :nvelve
e shift in emphaeie on the part of the community cellege to a mere
vecatienelly-oriented curriculum while sharing the liberal acts offer:
with the expanded University branch. With Regeet's approval d with
all representatives of the Flint educational power structure exee.)t the
community college itself in agreement the decision to end the upeer
devielon program at Flint College had, fur all practical puree, .e

taken, although a combination of politics and power struggles were ts
provide a period of confusion and potential aelay otil the expended
program began edmitting i'reehmen, as requested by sire Regents, :e
e;eptember, 1956. (2)

Jarvie, members of the Board of Education, the Mott FeeedetLon,
and other interested groups (with, again, the exception or thc
college) were in favor of an expanded. program for a variety of leasoee.
including the possibility that this might force the community college
to offer more vocational or technical programs while centinuinL, to deew
adeqeate "tvanefer" students because of its differential tuition :2eruetere.
Furthermore, many local Flint residents were deeply concerned stout the
eepanelon of Uni ersity programs in ether areas of the 6tute wnieh mie.ht
leave Flint in a secondary position.

In 194, when Flint College was created as an upper ai,isiee
institution, the University of Michigan had favored a unified program
while the community had supported the idea of a completely sepaeate
institution, partially due to local pride in the junior college 'lad
eareially due to financial and legal considerations invel-ing a .rus

fond which was tied to the junior college. The eventual University

1. Guy J. Bates, "The Future of Higher Education in the Flint Are."
Report of the Joint Committee to Study the Needs for Higher Education
in the Flint Area, February 12, 1964, pp 14-15.

Flint Board of Education, "Minutes f the Regular Meeting of April
8, 1964; University of Michigan, Proceedings of the Board of Re,;ent.5,
Jul- 26, 196.,_; to June 23, 196b (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan,
1966), PP. 3-4-305.



decieien, bar ed epon aseumptione uf adequ:ete enrollment -nd coopereteen
.iit .'. ?lint Cemmenity Junior Celle6e, wae to accept tree local o:.'rer

incieded menetery support for new facilities and to generalize
thie eceion irate a statement of pelicy whieh wee then appiiced to the.
Dearsern situation and later to Flint uEain: the University w.uld
previue edecitienal offerings wnere a community demonstrated both need
and a dee.ire for Luch services, as well as a willingness to erfset the

facilities and initial maintenance.

By 19(_.2, Dean French still felt that 'in general, there Le.s
e...i-..eratLun between the Flint College and F.C.J.C." Although the

concerning enrollment had proven mi:eaken, eize alone weeie
hot nave prompted the University to expand iL6 program without the
initletive of the Flint community. This initiative, bal;ed on a desire
to have u full feur-year college (or University Center) in Flint, was
accepted by the University nut becauoe of any failure of the
assumptions concerning Flint College, bat because the 1k.4 events had
"happened ae an historical accident, not ;Is a deliberate attempt 4o
demonstr.te a new educational structure." The University was nut
(..e,mmitted to Flint College as an educational or experimental unit; it
had developed because circumstance:; and community pressure so dietated
When cirre.eistances and cemmunity desires ehaeged, Flint College chale,ed

with there.

The 1900's: Florida

On December 10, 1960, Dr. A.J. Brumbaugh wade his report to the
Fieriela Borie-d ul' Control on recommendations for the new Univeesity in
outh-East Iloridu. "The University," he stated, look t:o the

community junior colleges of the State, and especially those in the
eoutneastern coastal area, to provide the basic education of the
freshman aria sophomore years." Thus, Ivey's plan fur a reduced freshman
and sophomore program had become, in Brumbaugh's report, an upper
division institution. According to Brumbaugh, "the concept of an upper
d,vision institution to be established at Boca Raton, Florida emerged
from consideration of several poesibilities by the Planning Commiseien
of which I was director;" according to then Executive Director of the
board ef Cuntrul, J. Browurd Culpepper, " the idea or developing a new
inutftuti,n where the emphasis Is upon upper level undergraduate and
;radar to work was reviewed well before the Brumbaugh Report of 1901.. .

whirr, wan :,uppueed to be a follow-up on the Ivey report to crystalize
in mere detailed fashion the steps which wit,ht be followed rer level-
opine; the new intitution." Regardiese of the exact mement, at which the
idea r an upper division institution entered the planning the now
Bose ilaton inr.titution, there is every indication that the idea was
relatively current in Board offices before Brumbaugh's arrival, and tnkt

1. David French, letter to Willard J. Spaulding, oeptember f2, l9oo.



it had not been ivey'e intention to completely elininate tbe frzennnn
oophomere classes. (1)

3eL;nrdless of the exaet source o2 the upper division idea in
Florida, the plans nad a sound bnsis in reality. iieutheast Florida
renuired an insttntion with i stror emphasis on research nnd nradn::te
education; a decision not to offer freshman and sophomore years
also een ---A5 being in line with "the emphasis on economy in gevereLient"
under the new Gevernor, Farris Bryant. In addition, many legislators
felt coat the existing nrograms at Tallahnssee (Florida state UniverLity)
and Gainesville (University of Florida) were in desparate need eupnort
and that new institutions should not be created until these .:11011tic,ns
had been strengthened. Brunbaugh's proposals, by aseunin the seven
counties of south-eastern Florida that their new orporposed community
colleges would net be threatened, gathered vastly needed
support for the proposed institntion. "The institution was created."
Brumbangh he.s written, "au a response to laced pragmatic needs es
opposed to educational theories based on known or assumed modei.e."
According to CulpeLner, "we were not influenced by other institntiens'
in the planning for Florida Atlantic University. (2)

Brumbaugh's report was foxmally adopted on July 15, 19o1 and,
toe 1961 legislative seseion, money was allocated to make poesibln
opening of Florida Atlantic University in 1964 as "the first 5cliene)
in the nation to ferego frehman and sephemone classes" (aceurdinn t,
the first catnlog). Thuo, by lcnOJ, "the public policy structure (the
Board of Control, its chief executive officer, Dr. Broward Cuipen'per,
certain legislators, and the Governor, etc.) had committed itsel:
to the model provided by the Brumbaugh Commission Report for Flordn
Atlantic University." This commitment, although not so obviously
stated at toe time, was both a factor in and reinforced by the cI1:;ion:.;
regarding establishment of a now institution in Pensacola, first
2.uthorized in 1955 and promoted unsuccessfully by various greups fivm
Pensacola and Escambia County through the remainder of the decade o: the
fifties. (3)

3-tz..te Board of Cortrol of Florida, "Official Minutes," Jabaef,ry io.
1958-june 16, 1961, p. 392; Brumbaugh, "Report of the Plare:ing 00-
icfn," p. 4; A.J. Brumbaugh, letter to Robert A. .Altme.h, December 4.

1966; J. Broward Culpenner, letter to Robert A. "ltmun, Febrnary
1969.

2. Kenneth R. Williams, interview held Novemben 14, 1)06 at Boca ?ten,
Florida; Brumbaugh, letter to Altman; Culpepper, lettor to Altman.

State Board of Control of Florida, "Official Minutes of the hoard of
Control, June 29, 1961-Decemner 4, 1964," p. 17; Florida Atlantic Un!L-
versity, Bulletin 1965-66, Vol. 1, No. 1 (Boca &ton: Florida Atlantic
University, March, 1965), p. 1/; Herbert Staliworth, letter to Hobert
A. Altman, December 16, 1963.



The :2,:mpaign for e. new institution at Pensacola was gi/en new :1._ft
March 22, 1961 when Governor Farris Bryant stated that Pensaccd

Junior Co1111, should c converted to a four-year institution, a position
long advocated by many leading Pensacola citizens. Between March al:d June,
when the State budget was finally pasued without funds for 5ue:1 i. cener-
sion, stiff legislative battles raged both within committees - where the
delegation from Escambia County had significant strength - and in the
Legislature 1.,3 a whole, where it did not. The final budg(t did, Liwever,
appropriate $100;000 for a study in Pensacola and, on February
Dr. John Guy Fowikes was appoinTed to conduct thi.3 study of Pensaco2a's
educaticnal needs. Finally, on July. 21, 1962, the Fowlkes Report was
Dublically presented in Pensacola. "The data previusly presented"
Foulkes concluded, "build a forceful ease. for the establish a four-
year institution within the Penaacola area not later than 1970. (1)

Foulkes had also conciuded, as an assumption on which final
recommendation was based, that a two- and four-year institutian could
operate successfully within the same community; yet, this very ctate-
me.-.t, while pleasing advocates of a four-year institution, worried
advocates of conversion of the ,;unior college. Yet, surprisingly, the
wordin c;f the &I:4rd minutes do not report Fowlkes' recommendation
a four-year institution; rather, they report the sngestion of
degree-grunting institution in Pensacola. Furthermre, it appears cnat,
despite the public debate in Pensacola, Cuipeppeir boa a1rclady made
the decision to create an upper division institution by October, 190.

According to Phillip F. A6bler - Zon.wr admjnistraLor at the
junior collee,e, member of the Legislature, and now Vice Chancellor of
the .State 'iniversity System of Florida - the wording of the original
Foulkes Report which :proposed a four-year institution was probably a
semantic error made before the implications of such a statement were
apparent. Furthermore, according to Culpepper, "duri-g that time of
conflict /'tter July 21, 19627 I took the position that the nature and
type of the new institution should be based upon ra plan of organization
which would meet most effectively the needs of the state. I do nut
have any recollection of changes being made in the Fowlkes report."
Yet, on October 30, 1962, Culpepper's assistant, Herbert Stallworth,
wrote to Foulkes to report completion of the typing of tne final draft
of the Fowikes study. "Of the corrections indicated on the manuscript.
most are typographical errors," Stallworth wrote. "Also, when 1-ef.lrence
is made to the proposed institution in the Pensacola area, the institution

1. Pensacola News, March 2;, 1961, April l4, 1961, April 21, 19o1, May
12, 1961, June 1, 1962; Pensacola Journal, April 26, 1961, Mny 20, 1961;
'state Board of Control of Florida,-WITaal Minutes," June 29, 15o1-
10::.cember 4, 196'., pp. 153, 161, 2.)2; John Guy Foulkes, "Providing for
Education Beyond sigh School in the Pensacola Area,'.' July 21, 192, p.

70

2. State Board Gf Control of Florida, "Official Minutcs," June 25, 19o1-
December 4, 1964, pp. 290-92.
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ieetatution based cn the earlier community demands of need would be
difficult to defend against those supporting conversion; the logical
answer was for the Board to develop its own idependent statement of
need, not tied to proposals for conversion, from which it could then
determine the most satisfactory response.

Once the Board had admitted need, several alternative forms of
araanizatian were available. Despite continuous pressure to convert
the junior college, the Board had never seriously considered such a
praaesal. The two remaining alternatives - creation of an independent
four -year institution and creation of an upper division institution -
were oath considered and, despite the fact that educational considers-
tians may hive lent support to the complete four-year institution,
"elements present in the real situation" led to the ultimate decision
to create a two -year institution which would build on the local junior
callege. A model for this type of institution - Florida Atlantic
University - already existed in Florida, although F.A.U. would not
admit its first students for over a year, ta,us reducing its value as
a "teat case" for the concept of upper divisionalism in Florida..
The Pensacola institution, soon named the University of West Florida,
was basically a response to a situation, and not a conscious attempt
to continue any "experiment" which may have, coincidentally, been
started through the pragmatic decisions surrounding the creation of
Florida Atlantic University. Four years after its formal creation, in
1967, the University of West Florida admitted its first class making
Florida the only state then to have two upper division institution
in operation.

The 1960's: New York and Pennsylvania

Tice New School Senior College had remained virtually the same
since its creation in 1944, despite efforts by President Simons in the
late 1950'e to create a four-year, day-time program in its place in
oraer to complete the "underpinning" of the Graduate Faculty which the
creation of the Senior College had begun. Yet, a number of serious
weaknesses had developed within the Senior College, including the
fact that for all practical purposes the present B.A. program is the
ample accumulation of 120 credits provided these credits are distri-
buted in a certain arbitrary fashion," that "the administration carries
the burden of the prot;ram rather than the faculty," and that change:;
in the total New School offerings "are made in the best interests of
tne adult non- credit student rather than the BA matriculant." Moreover,
as noted by the Middle States Association during an unsuccessful bid
for accreditation of the New School programs, "the basic elements of a
'major' or of progression in a curriculum, are not definite and clear." (1)

1. New School, 'Report of the Sub-Committee un the B.A. Program," May
11, 19a4, p. 2; Middle states Association of C,11eges and Universities,,
"Report of the Evaluation Committee: The New achool for social Research,
New Yera, N.Y. February 14-17, 1960," n.d., p. 11.



Moreover - although never intended as a major effort - the New
School Senior College had never enrolled large numbers of students:
by 1960, after sixteen years of operation, the program had graduated
a total of 409 students with the baccalaureate degree. The original
purpose had been to proviie pre-graduate work for a small number of
part-time adults; in 1960, the average student was still slightly over
.;5 years old and required five years to complete the two-year program.
Thus, the original purposes appeared to be successfully met; the arrival
of a new President - who almost immediately initiated "un analysis of
every program in the institution and of its resource base, Sand/ of its
academic character and quality" - and the naming of a new Dean in 1904
provided the impetus for a review of the purposeu themselves in view of
the changing societal and studena needs of the 1960's. (1)

During the very first months of the new President's - Dr. John
Everett - presidency, a series of discussions took place with the new
Dean - Dr. Allen Austill - faculty, and students; one virtually unanimous
conclusion was that the existing Senicr College should be abolished.
Yet, the new proposal was not to create a four-year institution, as at
Flint, but to create an upper division institution for full-time, day
seision, college-age students, a population distinctly different from
that traditionally served either by the New School as a whole or by
the Senior College in particular. A full-time program would imply both
a full-time student body and faculty; the latter would be required if
the new program were not to suffer the same lack ca:' supervision and
continuity which had weakened the old Senior College. Concurrently,
a day program would provide better use of facilities; a continuing
opper division program would not require large investments for language
or science laboratories. Finally, Everett and Austill felt that a
significant population of highly-qualified students were dropping out
of "what traditionally have been called very good colleges" and might
be attracted to a quality program which would present "things in terms
of meaningful interrelationships rather than just building blocks." (2)

On July 6, 1965, Everett reported on his thinking to the board:
oy the end of September, Austill had developed a proposal which now
included pussible sequences of courses, divisional structure, and

1. John R. Everett, interview held December 12, 19o$ at New York, New
York; New School fur Social Research, "A Self-study of The New school

aocial Research prepared for Miccle States AO6oCi:Ltd01-1 of Colle,es
and aecondary :schools," January, 1900, pp. 6-9, 4f; Herman Eichaer,
"Credit Population," memo to Hans Simons, January 23, 19)9 with pencil
notations dated November 14, 1961 and June 24, 1904.

2. Alien Austill, interview held December 12, 19o3 at New York, New
York; Allen Austill, "A New Senior College," memo to John Everett,
Septeaaer 6, 196), p. 1; Everett, interview.



student body cnaracteriotics. On the Oasis of Austill's report, Everett
agreed to rare two consultants to develop syllabi in the humanities and
soc.:.al sciences. In October, the Educational Policy Committee of the
Board reacted "enthusiastically in favor" of the proposal and recommended
its continued development, which proceeded quickly in part because
'ther wa no one to defend the kind of educational program we were
presently running at the baccalaureate level." Finally, on February 4,
1966, the Educational Policy Committee again heard President Everett's
report and recommended the new program to the full Board; the New
School College was burn. No action was_ever taken to eliminate the old
oenir college; rather, a motion was approved to begin the new program
in September, 1966. (1)

The New i*hool College, as reconstituted, did not remain the only
upper diviLlon institution in the City of New York for long; within
one year, a second institution - approved in late 1965 - would open on
Staten Island as ra part of the City University of New York, the
manleipal, tuition-free system of higher education in New York City.
The institution on Staten Island was similar in many aspects of its
development to the University of West Florida in that community
sentiment on Staten Island had long been in favor of a four-year college.
Profesor Arleigh B. Williamson, soon after his appointment to the Board
of .Higher Education (Trustees for the City University), had begun to
puu.n for the creation of such an institution. After sounding out varlozus
members of the Board and representatives of the State Education Depart-
ment and the City government, Williamson decided "that the expeditious
thing to do wao to get a foot inside the door toward complete higher
education and that foot in the door would be a community college."
Yet, the idea remained that, at some future date, the proposed community
college could am would be expanded to a four-year institution: (2)

Following the establishment of the community college, which opened
with ily students in the fall of 1956, Williamson "let the thing lie
fallow" until 1962 when ti-,e Board's Committee to Look to the Future
presented its report. Noting that "at present, each borough in the City
has a Senior College campus except Richmond Lataten Island]," the
Committee recommended that "very shortly, the Board of higher Education
initiate a detailed study of the need for a Senior College Lfour-year
institution in New York City parlance] to serve the Borough of Richmond."
Accordingly, and in line with Williamson's initial thinking, the Board
on December 17, 1962 appointed a committee "to give special consideration
to the possible development of the Staten Island Community College into

1. Allen fustill, "A New Senior College," passim; New School, "Minutes
of the Educational Policy Committee, October 1, 1965;" Austill, inter-
view; New School, "Minutes of the Educational Policy Committee, February
4, 1966."

Arieign B. Willits/3=UL, interview held February 2u, 1906 at New York,
New York.



a four year college. " The Ohariman of that ccrelteee - and oe eee
committee which had originally established the community college on
Staten Island, was Professor Williamson. (1)

Altheueh neither the Regents nor the Trustees of the State Univer-
sity were then on record as cppesing cenversion of community colleges,
State University Vice President Boyd Golder informed Williamson that
"the State was not going to permit community colleges to develop inte
four-year eelleges. By September, 196e, the Board of Higher Educatien
had modified the Williamson committee charge to "Explore the Need fur
EstabliehinL; e Four-Year Program in the Borough of Richmond;" despite
this change, Paul Orvie, University Dean for Two-Year Colleges at the
State University wrote to Guetue Rosenberg, then Chairmen of the
Board of higher Education, expressing that "our Trustees have been
concerned ever several newspaper reports with regard to the potential
conversion ef the Staten island Communtiy College to a four year
college at that location." To which Rosenberg replied, "it is Lae
clear intent of this Board that the two-year college in Staten lelana
continue le the ;eeure as a two-year institution.' The move to eenvert
the community college to a four-year inetitution was officially deed. (2)

Williameen's first formal report to the Beard presented t she

results of a study - directed by Peter S. Spiridon of Staten I: land
Community College - which had begun the previous November. This
report, approved in principle on September JO, 1964, demonstrator e
need for a four-year institution on Staten Island and recommended the
establishment, in the Borough of Richmond, as a part of the City University
of New York, rof7 a four-year college, on the pattern of its ether
senior colleees.7 According to both Spiridun and Williamson, the
Committee's baeic goal was to determine the need for a fell four-year
college on tne Island, and they fully expected that a four-year insti-
tutien wouia then, be entabliehed "because," as Williamson has stated,
"we saw no ether wey to do it" since the State had eliminated the
option of converting the community college. Yet, some members o he
Board ceallenged the -idea of a full '.bur -year culletee which woued
compete wits tne community college and, on December 21, 1964, a new
committee was created which, according to Williamson, was to describe

1. New York City Board of Higher Education, A L.,Lg Ranee Plan for ehe
City University of New Yurk, Report of the Bourd of higher Educatio n
Committee to Look to the Future, Thomas C. Holy, Survey Directo (New
York: Board of Higher Education, 1962), pp. xi, 59, 331.

Le S.V. Marterana, letter ti Robert A. Altman, March 27, 1906: New York
City Board of Higher Education, Proceedings of the Board of Higher Edu-
catien of Tee Ci of New York: 19fr,, (New York: Board of higher Eheetien.te
196), pp. 57, 22O; Williamson, interview; Paul B. Orvis, letter to
Gustave G. Rosenberg, December ?0, 196); Gustave G. Rosenberg, letter
to Paul B. Arvid, January 0, 1964.



.7,sw could be done." (1)

Williamson has stated that, during the early stages of the pre-
paraticn of the second, or "implementation," report, "it dawned on us
that we coald establish two years despite the community college," and
that this was the germ of the idea for an upper division institution
on ';taten Island. The iaea of an upper division institution bad already
appeared in writing in the 1964 City University Master Plan, prepared
oy Dean harry L. Levy, who "becaue aware of the upper-division collet-a..
movement through conversations in 196) with my fellow-members of the
Steering Committee of the Social atudies and Humanities Curriculum
Program of the American Council of Learned Societies and Educational
Services Incorporated, at least one of whom came from Florida, Itere
the experiment was being launched." Yet, neither Levy nor Williamson
had Yet connected the needs on Staten Island with the Master Plan
statement "I was aware of that Statement]!," Williamson teas said,
out it had not occured to us, when the first report came out, that

this might be the expedient thing to- do." (2)

On September 1, 1964, E.K. Frretwell came to the City University
from the State Education Department where, in 19)6 and 197 . he had
co-authored statements supporting the concept of an upper division
institution in New York State. When Fretwell arrived, he found that
the general concept of an upper division institution was well accepted;
ne began "to make sure that in any documentation coming out of the City
University reference was made to a bachelor's degree granting institution"
rather than to a four-year college. On November 11, 1964, Fretwell wrote
to University Chancellor Albert Bowker "I am convinced that we should
plan for an upper division college for Staten Island.... My conversation
with Professor Williamson yesterday (I took the initiative for talking
with him) convinces me that there is pretty good general agreement as
to what we're aiming for." (0)

1. New York City Board of Higher Education, "A Report of the Committee
(.,f the Board of Higher Education to Determine the Possible Need for a
four-Year Tax-Supported College in the Borough of Richmond as a Unit of
The City University of New York," Arleigh B. Williamson, Chairman; Peter
S. Spiridon, Starve:, Director, September, 1964, pp. 1-3, 19, 22-31; New
York City Board of Higher Education, Proceedings of the Board of Higher
Education af The City of New York; 1224.1.1 (New York: Board of Higher Edu-
cation, 196)), p. 277; Williamson, interview; Peter S. Spiridon, inter-
view held January 4, 1968 at Staten Island, New York.

2. Williamson, interview; New York City Board of Higher Education, Master
Plun fc.r. The City University of New York (with November 1964 Amendments:
College of Police Science and Hunter College School of Social Work) (New
York: Board of Higher Education, 1964), p. 30; Marry L. Levy, letter to
Robert A. Altman, January 20, 1968.

E.K. Fretwell, interview held February 1, 1968 at New York, New
York; E.K. Fretwell, Jr., memo to Albert H. Bowker, November 11, 19o4.



Although the draft of Williamson's second report, based t) .1 great
extent on an earlier memo from Fretwell, was not completed until mid-
April, 1965, and the Board of Higher Education did not approve the
creation of the new institution - Richmond College - until June 21,
1!,-S5, the basic decision to establish an upper division institution
appears to have been muds by Fretwell's November memo to Bowker or,
If later, by a January 21, 1965 meeting between Fretwell, Levy, and
Williamson at which time Fretwell reported on visits made to existing
upper division institutions in Dearborn and Boca Raton. Following
that meeting, Fretwell sent Williamson a bet of documents which hi.,
had collected; Fretwell also noted that the Flint campus was add-ing
two years to its program, but this was dismissed as "a result of
statewide enrollment pressures." The following month, Fretwell sent
Williamson a memo which became the base - along with new _2piridon
studies - for Williamson's April is report. Following assurances of
support from both the State Education Department and the Mayor's
office, the Board approved Williamson's report and Richmond College
was established. (1)

According to Fretwell's February draft - repeated in the
Williamson report - there were eight reasons for establishing an
upper division institution on Staten Island. Such 411 institution would
make possible upper division opportunities sooner than if a new
institution were started, class by class, with the freshman year; would
prstide a high quality student borid since community colleges would
screen out the uncapable; would, at the same time, provide opportunities
for "late bloomers" whose potential was recognized only after admission
to the community college; would strengthen the masters degree by linking
It alf.re closely to the baccalaureate in an institution which could then
eoncentrate on upper division and masters study (shades of Jordan and
Hstehins); would make effective use of resources through partnership
A:tn tr,e community college; would draw stronger faculty through the
p:--.;m-se of only junior, senior, and graduate instructional responsibili-
ties; and would provide fur a more relevant and immediate tailoring of
offerings to the needs of the local community. (2)

1. Fretwell, interview; E.K. Fretwell, Jr., letter to Arleigh B.
Williamson, January 22, 1965; E.K. Fretwell, Jr., memo to Peter
S. Spirldon, February 12, 1965; E.K. Fretwell, Jr., "A Plan to Estab-
lish an Upper Division College on Staten Island," February 12, 1967),
passim; Williamson, interview; New York City Board of Higher Educa-
tion, "Upper Division (Third and Fourth Year) College: A Recommendation
on Implementation of The Board of Higher Education Resolution that The
City of New York Establish a Four-Year College in the Borough of
Richmond as a Unit of The City University of New York," Arleigh B.
Williamson, Chairman; Peter Spiridon, Survey Director, April iss.
1965, passim; Ewald B. Nyquist, letter to Robert F. Wagner, June 3,
1965.

2. Fretwell, "A Plan," pp. 2-5.



et, Welleamson's firer, intention, dating back to the early fifties.
cenvere tee local ,lue:or college; only when this option was

el.-c by the 'etate Educaten Department did he move to consideration
ee , fir-yea.r institution. When this alternative was questioned
ey c,tr.er members of the Beerd of Higher Education, the second Williamee11
Committee was created to determine how a four-year institution could be
created eithout 'overly threatening ehe existing community college. And,
according to Williamson, the final decioior ee create an upper division
eeeeeteciee was an expedient; We thought ,::at :if we could do this, if
it wee Tracticable to do this, if there were antecedents to do this, or
If we could work the matter out in practical terms, this would serve
,IF.1 an expedient fur not making the Staten island Community College a
eear year cellege. It was only after we began to work on this, to
:piement this expediency, that we discovered that this had virtues

in it-elf." (i)

WLIliameen perceive:: the creatien of elohmond Colleee as an
"expeeiency;" President Eric A. Walker ef The Penneylvenia State
University eee characterized the planning and development of The
Capitol Campee ee a striking example of a pragmatic response to a fieed
eeteet:en. Prior to July, 1.96), the University hart: no invention of
eetaeileeing an eedditienal unit, let alone an upper division college,
in herrleeure, wnere it already cooperates with fu/ other instituti,.ne
r. tee epereLien the Harrluburg Arc':; Center for Higher Education

f:.e/erel private llbere aele: eellegee served the beccalaureete
eee:. of tee .rem, and tee harriebuve Area Community College, which
ea epeeee 1.96e 43 the first public community college established
eeder Penneyivaele'e new 19 () "Community College Law," already
enreilee e/er et() teuente. (e)

Leudeeele, In late July, Governor William Scranton learned that the
Air :eree wee planning to close the Olmsted Air Force Base in Middletown,
Peeeeeeveneu, apprexieately ten mile-. southeast of Harrisburg. Almost.
immeelately, ,;creneon contacted Pr ,dent Walleer to ask If it might be
cie..e..ble fur Penn State to establien a graduate echeel which would

pere of the Olmsted Air Force Base, and which might enhance
ehe ecenemy of the area." Walker asked Wyand, Chairman of the
Univereity':. Administrative Committee on Long-Range Development, to
prepare a prepusel for the development of the Olmsted facilities and,
,n Aegest l(, 196e, Wyand submitted a 'confidential, preliminary
we:eine eraft" to Walker. Wyand's report, which became the basic
plaeeine aeeument fer tl,e. new inetitetion, recemmended not simply A
radeate :shoal, but development or an upper diieien college which
ceele :lee offer eeeociate degrees in selected technical areas in
welce tee hee ceileee would have beth the feculty and facilities to

emeen, interview.

eee A. Welker, interview held eeptember i9ob at Univereity
eee, Peneeylvenia.
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provide the necessary cocrses: (1)

On August 24, 1965, Wal:er wrote to Scranton outlining his thinking
u: he propo::ed Olmsted institution. A graduate school alone, Walker
wrote, would not he large enough to support the necessary faculty and
research; an undergraduate inAitution, which would make better use )f
the available facilitis, would compete unnecessarily with other instd-
tutions In the area. An upper division and graduate institution, on
the other hand, would complement the effort: of neighboring institutions,
relieve some of the enrollment strain on the Cuiversity Park campus,
and allow for maximum utilization of faculty, CloSt;I:Q0MS, library, and
laboratory facilities. Walker also reported that he had already discus-
sed this proposal at a meeting with some of the "opinJon formers" in
Harrisburg and felt "there is a large measure of acceptance of the
idea " Furthermore, since the State wanted to demonstrate 9.t , capacity
-Go utilize the available space at the earliest possible date, Wilker
assurA Scranton that "we feel certain that if such a combination of
prorams were put together, it could be started in the fall of 1966
on :1 trial basi.;." (2)

According to Walker, the Capitol Campus wao not modelled un any
existing institution, but was the logical outgrowth of the factors
cited in his, letter to Scranton. By the end of August, 1965 - less
than two month:. after Scranton learned of the proposed closing of the
'Olmsted facilities and three months before the Governor formally
requested that the University be the applying agent for these facilities -

the basic deciniono concerning the organization of the new institution
hid been made, dependent only upon approval by the Penn State Trustees
and the Governor, and the willingness of the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, to whom title of the airport had been transfered,
to release the property to the State for this purpose. (3)

On November 14, 1965, the Governor formally requested that the
University develop the Olmsted complex us an educational institution;
by that date, the basic decisions regarding the institution's purpose
and structure had already been made and agreed to by Walker, Scranton,
Roger W. Rowland, Chairman of the Penn State Board, and Clifton Jones,
Secretary of Commerce fur the State of Pennsylvania. Twu weeks later,
the Board's Executive Committee approved "an academic program to be
operated as an integral part of the University" as a Commonwealth
Ctmpin; in Middletown and, on January 8, 19b6, the hoard approved the
establishment of the Commonwealth Campus. Also in the intervening period,

1. Walker, interview; Eric A. Walker, letter to William W. Scranton,
August 24, 1965; Pennsylvania State University, "Confidential, Prelimi-
nary Working Draft of a Requested Proposal for Establishment of the
Olmsted Campus, The Pennsylvania State University, Middletown, Pennsyl-
vania," AnF;ust 10. 1965, pl!..1.1im.

. Walker, letter to :;crint(n.

Walker, interview.



the State a,ard of Educotion was "notified" uf the potential campus,
although Severinu Stefanon, Secretary to the Board, has stated that
"at no time did The Pennsylvania State University request approval
fr,m the State Board of Education for the establishment of the Capitol
Campus," nor, under the general regulatory powers granted to the Board,
wa such approval necessary. (1)

Planning continued up to and through the opening of the Capitol
Campus with eighteen students in September of 1566. According to
Walker, the institution was not really opened until September, 19u7,
when the first full class would be admitted, but it was necessary to
have some students in the building from the beginning. Thus, fourteen
months after the Governor's first approach to President Walker, the
first students transfers from the University Park Campus and from
other Commonwealth C mpuses were enrolled to begin work toward as
yet undefined bachelor's degree programs in humanities and social
science. (2)

1. Walker, interview; Severino Stefanon, letter to Robert A. Altman,
January P, 1969; State Board of Education of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, "Minutes, 26th Meeting of the State Fyard of Education,"
October 14, 1565, p. 26-6; State Board of Education of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania, "Minutes, 27th Meeting of the State Board of Education,"
November 10, 196), p. 27-7; Pennsylvania State University, "The Penn-
sylvania State University Minutes of Executive Committee, Volume 13,"
pp. 15-54; Pennsylvania State University, "The Pennsylvania State
University Minutes of Trustees, Volume 6," pp. 142-43.

P. Walker, interview.
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CONCLUSIONS

The initial proposal on which this project was based hypothesized
that "in every case, one may assume that the decision to choose the
upper-divisional form of organization was based on certain existing
problems or needs, as well as assumptions as to how this form would
meet the needs. And, in those instances In which an institution has
rev rted to full, four-year status, one may also assume that (1) the
institution's original perception of its problems was faulty; (2) the
institution's assumptions concerning the effects oi' this form of
organization were incorrect; ()) some new factors were added which
changed either the initial problem ur the correctness of the initial
assumptions."

Perhaps the most basic finding of this study is the extent to
which the prceding paragraph was not applicable to the establishment of
existing upper division institutions. Upper division institutions -
and, one may now assume, must new institutions - were based less on
existing problems and needs than on either perceived problems or needs
which may or may nut reflect the real needs of the area or on needs of
specific interest groups which were often unrelated to the needs of
local studen'ss. Furthermore, planning rarely attempted to analyse the
ways in which this organizational form would meet perceived needs.
Rather, in most instances, the mere existence of a number of public
two-year community or junior colleges both obviated the need to repeat
the first two years and, in several instances, made such repitl.tiun
po:Lttically Impossible even educationally desirable. It should be
re- emphasized, however, that the existence of these two-year colleges
in itself was nut a primary consideration in the initial decision to
establish a new institution in must areas.

The primary pattern of development of upper division colleges in
the United States since the Second 'Norld War has been as follows:
deteimination of additional need for baccalaureate-level education -
whether based on student or industry need - followed by a decision not
to (1) duplicate an existing junior colle6e nor (2) convert such an
institution to four-year status. Given the organizational pattern
of two- and fvur-year institutions extant in the United States today,
the only alternative is creation of a two-year segment to provide the
reauired bac-alaureate education. Desire for an upper division institu-
tion per se has nut influenced the initial decision to establish some
institution; rather, the upper division form has been the last acceptable
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alternative for a previously-conceived-of institution, once conversion
or a full four-year institution have been rejected.

Upper division institutions since 1956 have been universally
public; prior to that date, they were universally private. This split
provides instruction as to the changing reasons for the establishment
of upper division institutions. At least to some extent, early upper
division institutions were based on considerations as to the appropriate
educational functions of "colleges" or "gymnasia" as distinct from
"universities;" included in these considerations were questions as to
the appropriate place at which to separate general from special or
professional education. By the end of the Second World War, this
place had been established as the end of the sophomore year - or of
the students' junior college experience. Following that date, public
institutions which are much more responsive to both the growing
numbers of junior colleges (which are predominantly public in these
areas) and of their graduates, as well as to pressure from local
Industries or politicians desiring creation of an institution to serve
the specific needs of their area - have been, and will continue to be,
the rule.

Perhaps regrettably, the fact that future upper division institutions
will be public for the reasons stated above has other implications.
Public institutions have been affected to a much greater degree than
is desirable by the availability of land or facilities. Capitol Campus
was begun for this reason, several other institutions were established
on the condition of available land or facilities, and the University
of West Florida was not established in the late 1950's in large part
because of the sudden unavailability of a naval base, the availability
of which was one of the prime arguments in favor of establishment 1..f
a new institution at that time.

Moreover, the fact that institutions have been established with
a unique (and potentially difficult) organizational form without
consideration of basic educational questions beyond "need" for a
baccalaureate institution has meant creation of problems - particularly
a failure to meet enrollment goals, an inappropriate utilization of
faculty, or a difficulty in faculty retention - which are not, due to
lack of planning, used even as lessons in the development of future
institutions. Many of these difficulties can be prevented through
adequate and appropriate planning processes, particuaarly with
reference to the decision to establish an upper division, us opposed
to another form of college. "Baccalaureate need," even if properly
determined, does not insure that an upper division institution will
operate effectively, despite the existence of one or more community ur
junior colleges in the "immediate area " Moreover, assumptions
regarding commuting - both in general and as it relates to the community
or junior college grtduate - must be reviewed.

As Cie initial assumptions concerning establishment of upper
division institutions were incorrect, so were those concerning tha
decision to "revert" to a full, four-year status. To the extent that
assumptions concerning how this form of organization would meet existing
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needs were never made (except, again, for some determination of a need
for baccalaureate education), the "failure" of these assumptions could
play little or no part in a decision to abandon the upper division form
of organization. To the extent that such assumptions included a need
for baccalaureate education on a scale which would be reflected in
adequate student enrollment, then it may be said, however, that the
initial planning assumption was incorrect.

It would be more proper, however, to conclude that, in the case
of both College of the Pacific and Flint College, "new factors were
added which changed" not the initial problem or assumptions but the
situation in which the institution operated. At Pacific, these factors
included the advent of the Korean War, the imposition of accreditation
requirements, and the steady deterioration of relations with the
public junior college on which Pacific relied for its students. At
Flint, these factors included a change in the community's desire for
an upper divis:un institution, both reflected in and reinfoiced by the
availability of significant funds to allow the University to take the
position which would have been preferred a decade earlier when funds,
among cther reasons, led the University of Michigan first to establish
an upper division institution.

Thus, in one sense, there are no lessons to be learned from the
"reversion" of these two institutions which can be applied to existing
or future institution as a guideline for incorrect assumption', to be
avoided. In another sanse, however, there are specific and severe
lessons, especially from the experience or Flint College: institution
established in an experimental form - with all the concomi'vant problems
associated with the operation of an upper division institution - must
have firmer support and reason for its being than the refusal of a
State agency to allow conversion, the sudden availability of u plot
of land, or the desire of a legislative delegation to secure an
institution for its constttuents.Only with such a base of support will
the institution - when difficulties du arise - have the necessary
commitment and reason to continue operation as an upper division
institution while seeking to correct its problems rather than rejecting
the upper division form of organization and, in many cases, not looking
beyond that rejection to the basic causes of its difficulties.
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